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Li Deyu’s Pingquan Villa:
Forming an Emblem from the Tang to the Song

INTRODUCTION

F

.or centuries, Pingquan has been known as one of the Eight Scenic
Spots of Luoyang ၺԶན. 1 What put this mountainous exurb permanently on the aesthetic map of the city was a villa built there by Li
Deyu ޕᐚᇛ (787–850), one of the most important political figures of
late Tang. Renowned for its spectacular garden with a vast collection
of rare trees, plants, and rocks, the villa immediately caught the fancy
of contemporaries and eventually transformed into a complex emblem
in the traditional Chinese discourse on gardens and the related practice
of collecting, especially rock collecting.
This essay examines the changing representations of Li Deyu’s villa
in Tang-Song poetry and prose. The villa was originally conceived to
embody Li Deyu’s filial piety; in the course of time, however, it turned
into his obsession, as he became not only beset by memories of Pingquan
but also preoccupied with the idea of keeping the villa and everything
in it in the family forever. His frequent absenteeism only fanned his
compulsive remembrance and fueled his possessive desire.
When Li Deyu was in power, his absenteeism was praised as a
reflection of his devotion to government service. At the same time,
however, criticism was voiced against the corruption involved in the

An earlier draft of this paper was presented at the conference “Activity and Repose: Place,
Memory, and Sociality in Chinese and Japanese Gardens,” sponsored by The Huntington
Library, San Marino, California, and The Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles, California,
December 3–4, 2004. I am grateful to Stephen West, who organized the conference and invited me to participate. Thanks also go to fellow participants, from whom I learned a great
deal about gardens in China and Japan: Robert Batchelor, Mary Elizabeth Berry, Peter Bol,
Kendall Brown, Steven Carter, Michel Conan, Stanislaus Fung, Philip Hu, Erik de Jong, Susan
Naquin, Haun Saussy, Richard Strassberg, Christian Tschumi, and Xin Wu.
1 The octad consists of Golden Valley in Fine Spring Weather ८ߣਞ墾, Bridge over Heavenly Ford under Morning Moonlight ੍֚ᖠִ, Bronze Camel Avenue in Evening Rain Ꭽᕊ
ᑈॸ, Luo River Banks in Autumn Wind ટଅ, White Horse Temple in Bell Sound ್ڝ
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gathering of the decorative items in his garden. Shortly after he was
exiled and eventually died on Hainan Island, Pingquan, in the absence
of its master, became a symbol of the caprice of human fortune. In the
relevant anecdotal writings from the second half of the ninth century,
it assumed legendary status for its marvelous collection of trees, plants,
and rocks, as well as for its landscaping feats.
In contrast, Song-era writers shifted their focus from Pingquan as a
physical site to the failure of Li Deyu as a person. Moral condemnation
of his abuse of power eventually gave way to philosophical critique of
his obsessive behavior. As a garden master and a collector, he routinely
served as a negative example in the cautionary discourse against over
attachment to external things (whether fame and power, or physical
objects for their aesthetic nature): his constant poetic reminiscence of
Pingquan was juxtaposed with his perennial absenteeism; his sad ending was blamed on his failure to retire in a timely manner; his intensely
possessive desire was satirized in light of the destruction of his garden
and the scattering of its objects after his death.
FROM F I L I A L P I E T Y T O O B S E S S I O N :
TRANSFORMATION OF DESIRE

A few words may be said at the outset about the general area of
Pingquan in the early decades of the ninth century. Located about
ten miles south of Luoyang, the place derived its name from a spring
rising from a patch of level ground on the mountain ridge west of Li
Deyu’s villa. (Pingquan literally means “level spring.”) Only eight feet
wide and over a foot deep, the watercourse ran by half a dozen villas owned by high officials, including Cui Qun ാᆢ (772–832) and Li
Jiang ޕ (764–830). 2 These estates constituted an upscale exurban
community, which also became a tourist attraction, as can be seen in
a poem from 834 titled “Touring Pingquan in Drunkenness” ᔨሏؓੈ
by Bai Juyi ( ࣐ࡺػ772–846), a long-time resident of Luoyang and an
indefatigable sightseer:

ᤪᜢ, Mountain Hues of Longmen ᚊ॰՞ۥ, Morning Tour of Pingquan ؓੈཛሏ, and Dusk
View from Mang Mountain ࣶ՞ඡถ; see Gong Songlin ുࣥ, Luoyang xian zhi ၺᗼݳ
(1745; rpt. Taibei: Chengwen chubanshe, 1976) 2, p. 2b.
2 Li Deyu, “Lingquan fu” ᨋੈᓿ, Li Deyu wenji jiaojian ޕᐚᇛ֮ႃீጧ, ed. Fu Xuancong
ແⱍ⓫ and Zhou Jianguo ࡌ৬ഏ (Shijiazhuang: Hebei jiaoyu chubanshe, 2000; hereafter, cited as LDYW J ) 9, p. 574. (Unless otherwise noted, all citations of Li Deyu’s writings refer to
juan and pages in the “Bieji” ܑႃ sect. of this work.)
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߆ዚጦᔓ༇ছ I sing madly while squatting in front of a wine
jug; 3
ณլԳ૿ ֚ٻMy eyes do not look at people, with my face
raised toward the sky.
ড়່ၵഄ ݺڶOf all the sojourners of Luoyang I have the
most leisure,
ԫڣ৫ࠩؓੈ Coming here to Pingquan four times a year. 4

Bai Juyi may have thought of himself as enjoying more leisure than
anyone else in his frequent outings, but he was certainly not the only
one to be drawn to Pingquan. Zhang Ji’s ്ᤄ (768?-830?) poem, “Harmonizing with Minister Linhu’s ‘My Eastern Estate at Pingquan.’ The
Estate Had Until Recently Belonged to Vice-Director Li of the Department of State Affairs. I Hereby Send a Poem of Ten Couplets” ࡉחध
ࡸؓੈࣟ๗ၞ᥆ޕቜ୴ڶബԼᣉ, ends with these lines:
ڼ९
ሏԳڰ٥ႚ
ٺᅝബૹ
ូॎஎྤᒴ

This is a place worth frequenting;
Visitors have long spread the word around.
Yet each of you has been favored with heady
duties;
I am afraid neither has the luck to return and
couch here. 5

During the Tang, it became a custom for upper-class city residents to
hold parties either in their own gardens or in the suburbs right after the
lantern festival in early spring (on the fifteenth day of the first month
of the lunar calendar). Such festivity was called tanchun ൶ਞ (that is,
3 To squat (instead of sitting on one’s heels) is a gesture of irreverence. After his wife died,
Zhuangzi was seen squatting on the floor while singing to the rhythm of his beating a basin;
see Guo Qingfan ພᐜᢋ (1844–ca. 1896), ed., Zhuangzi jishi ๗ႃᤩ (Beijing: Zhonghua
shuju, 1961) 6 (“Zhi le” ۟ᑗ), p. 614.
4 Peng Dingqiu ༙ࡳ( ޣ1645–1719) et al., comps., Quan Tangshi ٤ାᇣ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1960; hereafter, cited as QTS ) 454, p. 5155. Bai Juyi himself seriously considered
purchasing an estate at Pingquan that belonged to the Xue family, though eventually decided
that it was too far away from the city; see his “Zhai ju” សࡺ (QTS 451, p. 5101); “Ti Pingquan
Xue jia Xueduizhuang” ᠲؓੈ ୮ຳഔ๗ (QTS 451, p. 5097). Other poems by Bai Juyi about
his visits to Pingquan include “Qiu you Pingquan zeng Wei chushi Xian chanshi” ટሏؓੈᢤ
ଁՓၵஃ (QTS 445, p. 4996), “Dongri Pingquan lu wan gui” ੈֲؓמሁඡូ (QTS 455,
p. 5158), and “You Pingquan yan yijian su Xiangshan shilou zeng zuoke” ሏؓੈ୯௴ᑯമଉ
՞فᑔᢤஆড় (QTS 459, p. 5216).
5 QTS 384, p. 4328. Zhang Ji’s poem reveals a conspicuous phenomenon in the Tang which
I will briefly address later in the essay, i.e., absenteeism among garden owners who were high
officials. There is also something uncanny in his inauspicious prediction here. Li Jiang (vicedirector Li), who never had much leisure to enjoy his villa, died in a military mutiny; see Jiu
Tangshu ៱ା (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975; hereafter, JTS) 164, p. 4291, and Xin Tangshu
ᄅା (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975; hereafter, XTS) 152, p. 4844.
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exploring spring). 6 Pingquan also served as one of the popular destinations for celebrators of tanchun in the Luoyang area. 7
Construction of Li Deyu’s villa at Pingquan started shortly after
he obtained, in 825, a tract of waste land west of Longmen Mountain
that had belonged to a certain recluse by the name of Qiao , who
fled the area during the mid 750s, when the country was ravaged by
the rebellion of An Lushan ڜᆂ՞ (703–757). At the time, he was stationed in Runzhou ᑮ( ڠalso known as Jinling ८ສ in Tang times) as
surveillance commissioner of Zhexi ௨۫ᨠኘࠌ. 8 Consequently, he did
not supervise the project in person. His oversight and endorsement took
the form of viewing the map ቹ of the estate, brought to him by a messenger. Pleased as he was with what he saw, he decided to enhance the
charm of his mountain retreat by putting in it a pair of cranes, which he
requested from Yuan Zhen ցⱽ (779–831), surveillance commissioner
of the neighboring Zhedong ௨ࣟ. 9 In the years to follow, numerous
fancy trees, plants, and rocks were added to the garden.
Li Deyu’s plan to build a garden estate in the Luoyang area was
conceived in youth as an embodiment of his filial piety. As he reminisced late in life, in building the villa, he was fulfilling the wish of
his late father, Li Jifu ( ߉ٳޕ758–814). For fourteen years during his
childhood and early adulthood, 10 he moved around with his father
from one district to another. During those years, father and son toured
6 See Wang Renyu ׆ոᇛ (880–956), Kaiyuan tianbao yishi ၲց֚ᣪᙊࠃ (SKQS edn.)
4, p. 6a.
7 See Zheng Gu ᔤߣ (851?–910?) “Jiabu Zheng langzhong sanshiba zhang yin er Dongzhou
rongjia jinzi Gu yi mopai zhiwai enjiu shishen yin hesong” ᕏຝᔤխԿԼԶՁձ၁ࣟࡌዊף
८ߣأאհ؆៱ࠃڂ၅ಬ (QTS 676, p. 7750).
8 I follow for the most part Charles O. Hucker’s translations of Chinese official titles in A
Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China (Stanford: Stanford U.P., 1985).
9 Li Deyu, “Jin yu Yichuan bu shanju jiangmingzhe hua tu er zhi xinran yougan liao fu ci
shi jian jishang Zhedong Yuan xianggong dafu qiu Qingtian taihua he” २ْ࣍՟Խ՞ࡺലࡎ
ृቹۖ ࣲ۟ྥڶტเᓿڼᇣଫബՂ௨ࣟցઌֆՕ֛ࠌ( ᦊ֏઼ضॹޣLDYW J, pp. 580–81).
The kind of “map” (often known as “estate map” ڛቹ) that Li Deyu saw may be defined as a
“functional picture,” somewhere between painting and schema; they usually contained aesthetic as well as pragmatic values. For a discussion, see Xiaoshan Yang, Metamorphosis of the
Private Sphere: Gardens and Objects in Tang-Song Poetry (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center, 2003), pp. 32–34. Whereas the map was usually a visual representation of an
existing estate, Li Deyu’s was apparently drawn before his villa was built. In his companion
piece to Li Deyu’s poem to Yuan Zhen, Liu Yuxi Ꮵછᙔ (772–842) suggested that Li Deyu
was following the example of Ma Zhou ್ࡌ (601–48), who once had a picture-map drawn by
a painter and then asked his attendant to buy him a house in accordance with what was on
it; see “He Zhexi Li dafu Yichuan bu ju” ࡉ௨۫ޕՕْ֛՟Խࡺ (QTS 363, p. 4100). For Ma
Zhou’s story, see also XTS 98, p. 3901.
10 The fourteen years would be from 795, when Li Deyu followed his father to Mingzhou
ࣔڠ, to 808, when he married. For the chronicle of Li Deyu’s life, I rely on Fu Xuancong ແ
ⱍ⓫, Li Deyu nianpu ޕᐚᇛڣᢜ (Jinan: Qilu shushe, 1984).
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various famous mountains and rivers. Whenever the senior Li stopped
his boat for the scenic view, he would gaze in the direction of the Yi
River (in Luoyang). On one occasion, he composed a poem to express
his intense homesickness. Deeply touched, Li Deyu obtained the tract
of land west of Mount Longmen. 11
According to one version of his official biography, Li Deyu used
to lecture to his students at Pingquan before he entered into civil service. 12 The chronological facts of his life, however, show that this could
not have been the case, for the villa was built after he was well on his
way in his career, and, as we shall see, he spent little time there. Indeed, it is not even clear when he first saw the villa with his own eyes.
His earliest visit to Pingquan of which we have a record took place in
829, under very pressing circumstances:
Li Deyu was summoned from Jinling to court, and he was about
to be appointed to the highest position. Afraid that the position
would be taken by someone else first, he wanted to hurry. When
he arrived at Pingquan on an evening, he had candles lit so as to
take a tour, but he did not have time to stay long. 13
Li Deyu served three times in Runzhou as surveillance commissioner of Zhexi; it was only at the end of his first term in 829 that he
was summoned to court. Late in summer he was appointed vice-minister
of war ຝࠊ. Pei Du ፶৫ (765–839), a senior grand councilor and
patron of Li Deyu, recommended that he be appointed to the Grand
Council. However, with the help of eunuchs, Li Zongmin ࡲޕၰ (d.
846) won the appointment first and then wasted no time in getting rid
of his rival from the central government. Several weeks later, Li Deyu
was driven away to a prefectural post. 14 The volatile political dynamics at court explains why he “wanted to hurry” and had only time to
take a nocturnal tour of his villa. It was obviously not a pleasant episode in his life — forgoing the pleasure of enjoying or at least inspecting his garden with greater leisure only to lose out to his nemesis in
the jostle for power.
In Li Deyu’s own writings, the earliest mention of Pingquan Villa
after it was built is in “Recalling My Mountain Villa at Pingquan, Sent
11 The major source on the construction of Pingquan Villa is Li Deyu’s “Pingquan shanju jie
zisun ji” ؓੈ՞ࡺݹ୪ಖ (LDYW J 9, p. 568), translated in full in the appendix, below.
12 JTS 174, p. 4528.
13 Wang Dang ׆ᨲ (fl. 1101–10), Tang yulin ାࣥ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1987) 7, p. 616.
14 This incident of court intrigue is well documented; see JTS 174, p. 4518; XTS 176, p.
4552; 180, p. 5331; Sima Guang ್٠ (1019–86), Zizhi tongjian ᇷएຏᦹ (Beijing: Zhonghua
shuju, 1962) 244, p. 7886.
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to Vice-Director Shen of the Ministry of Personnel” ᖋؓੈ՞ࡺᢤާٴ
ຝ, composed between 833 and 834: 15
࣏ፊ࠸ے
I have heard about Yang Shuzi in the past,
ૄৢ྄ࣟڇ
With his cottage at East Stream.
ಡլ࢚ូሁ
It is not that he did not think about retiring;
ൖ৲១
He hesitated for fear of the charge on the
tablet.
ԯवನ೨ড়
That is why robe-wearers and carriage-riders,
۞ፖضႼง
Are always distant from fields and gardens.
ࣵڶᙊ
He left the world with a lingering regret;
壄ᇨ۶ࢬڕ
Where would his devotion and fealty go?
Ⴋղኒழش
Alas, I am of little use to the world;
ࣥڇݳڌᔸ
I have long wished to live in the woods.
ឈࣄ՞ֽ៎
Although I have an obsession with mountains
and rivers,
ཊݦոཕࡺ
I would not dare to aspire to be benevolent
and wise. 16
堚ੈ៥ॐՀ
A limpid spring circles my lodge;
ଥێᓌஅೈ
Tall bamboo shades my courtyard.
৩உ࣪።യ
Over the hidden path, dense pine trees converge;
՛ۃᓊᆺॣ
In the small pond, lotus leaves are budding.
ൕࠐ຺ړڶ
There have always been lovely birds;
२༚ᥬᡅູ
Recently were added jumping minnows. 17
֟ਠ՟ຬ
Mount Shaoshi sets off river and land;
Ꮣఙኙᓒᡔ
Mount Minghao faces my fleabane-thatched
cottage.
്۶៱ᐇ↓
Two old colleagues, we are like Zhang and
He,
ઌঠڇᣬᝨ
Encouraging each other to store away our
carriages. 18
ൄஎد܄ۿ
I am often afraid to be like Boyu,
៓ছኯᠿင
Paling in comparison with Wei Shu of olden
times.
15 LDYW J 9, pp. 581–82. The poem is dated 833 in Fu, Li Deyu nianpu, p. 282, and 834
in LDYW J 9, p. 582.
16 This alludes to an observation by Confucius in Lunyu ᓵ, vi/23: wise men love waters;
benevolent men love mountains.
17 While strolling with Huizi on a bridge over the Hao River, Zhuangzi observed how happy the minnows were as they came out swimming around; see Zhuangzi jishi 6 (“Qiu shui” ટ
ֽ), p. 605. Here minnows are a kenning for the joy of nature.
18 When an official reached the age of seventy, he was supposed to retire and store away
his carriage.
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The word yi ᖋ (“recalling”) in the title points to the theme of remembrance that was to dominate Li Deyu’s poems about his garden.
Among other things, such remembrance was a function of his constant
absenteeism. At the time he wrote the poem, he was in Changan as a
chief minister, and he was to remain entangled in politics for the rest
of his life, with only sporadic respite. It is to be noted here that the
scenes and objects of his poetic remembrance were often products of
his imagination. In other words, what he described was not necessarily
what he had actually seen in his garden. An example can be found in
the budding lotus leaves in the above poem. Li Deyu could not have
seen them, since, as he told us in a poem written in 840, he had never
been at his garden in springtime. 19
Also to be noted is Li Deyu’s portrayal of himself as a man with
an inborn disposition to “live in the woods” and a love for mountains
and waters that was tantamount to an obsession. To reconcile his poetic
self-image with his real life status, he drew, in the beginning and ending
lines of the poem, a series of historical precedents. The opening couplet alludes to Yang Hu ( ⁐ے221–278, z. Shuzi), a famous statesman
of the Western Jin, who, after he succeeded in pacifying the border areas, stated in a letter to his cousin that he would “put on a corrugated
turban and go eastward to return to my native land.” 20
The expression “charge on the tablet” in the fourth line derives
from a poem in the Shijing ᇣᆖ, no. 168, which contains this description of the desire of soldiers on a military expedition to go home:
ڍࠃ׆ᣄ
The king’s work is full of hardships,
լሚඔࡺ
So that we never get to settle down.
ಡլᡖូ
It is not that we do not long to go home,
ڼ១
But that we are in fear of the charge on the
tablet.
The phrase “fear of the charge on the tablet” became part of the rhetorical repertoire of would-be rustics to justify and rationalize their occupation of government positions. Zhang and He, mentioned at the end of
the poem, probably refer to Zhang Liang ്ߜ (d. 189 bc) and Xiao He
ᘕ۶ (d. 193 bc), who withdrew from court after attaining high offices.
In such illustrious historical figures, Li Deyu found a positive model
for resolving the conflict between engagement and disengagement: he
will retire after he has fulfilled his public obligations. The challenge
“Yi yehua” ᖋມक़ (LDYW J 10, p. 618).
Jinshu வ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1974; hereafter, JS ) 34, p. 1020. The corrugated
turban was the standard headgear for recluses.
19

20
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remained for him to follow through with this course of action so that
he would not be another Qu Boyu 㗖( د܄who realized, somewhat belatedly at the age of sixty, that his life in the past fifty-nine years had
been a mistake) 21 or feel inferior to Wei Shu (209–290), a highly capable official known for his voluntary retirement. 22
Li Deyu’s first extended stay at Pingquan took place in 836. In early
autumn he was transferred from Chuzhou ✶ ڠto the branch office ։
 in Luoyang as adviser to the heir apparent ֜ᎏড়, a sinecure that
involved no real duties. In late autumn, he arrived at his villa, where
he stayed for about two and a half months. 23 There is a mixture of joy
and melancholy in the poem he wrote as he approached Pingquan,
“Written Impromptu When I Just Returned to Pingquan, As I Passed
the Southern Peak of Longmen and Looked to My Mountain Villa in
the Distance” ॣូؓੈመᚊ॰তᚢඨ՞ࡺࠃܛ: 24
ॣូਚၢ૽
As I just came back along the road of my native land, 25
ᄕඨஊᔚ
I gazed into the distance and let my wheels
slow down.
२ມᖱ፣۟
From the nearby fields, the blaze of firewood
loomed closer,
ؓੈᄿ־ᄅ
As cooking fire was newly lit at Pingquan.
ል֛墅ᠪ႔
Peasants presented me with chicken and millet;
ድញ᧲
Fishermen recommended fish with frosty
scales.
21 Zhuangzi jishi 8 (“Ze yang” ঞၺ), p. 905. According to Li Xianqi ޕ䀿࡛ and Chen
Changan ຫ९ڜ, eds., Luoyang mingsheng shixuan ၺټᇣᙇ (Beijing: Zhonggguo lüyou
chubanshe, 1984), p. 147, Boyu refers to the style name (zi  )ڗof Chen Ziang ຫ࣓ (661–
702), who, after retiring from office to his native land, was persecuted by the local magistrate
and died in prison (see JTS 190, p. 5024; XTS 107, p. 4047). The idea is that Li Deyu was afraid
that he would face the same situation in retirement as Chen Ziang did. Such a reading would
make sense, especially in light of Li Deyu’s “Tuishen lun” ಯߪᓵ (LDYW J [“Waiji” ؆ႃ] 2,
pp. 658–59), in which he argues (with reference to his personal experience) that oftentimes
people in high positions hesitate to withdraw not because of attachment to fame and profit but
because of fear that they would be persecuted by their enemies once leaving high position.
My interpretation is based on the following consideration: the term Boyu is routinely used
by Tang poets as a Zhuangzi allusion, and there is no other instance in Tang poetry where it
could be read to refer to Chen Ziang’s style name.
22 When Wei Shu was a secretarial court gentleman, the court wanted to cut down on the
number of court gentlemen and remove untalented people from office; he declared himself
to be one of them and left court, making his colleagues ashamed (JS 41, p. 1186). Contemporaries also admired him for retiring voluntarily at seventy from the prestigious post of minister over the masses ஈ (JS 41, p. 1188).
23 See Fu, Li Deyu nianpu, p. 318.
24 LDYW J 10, p. 594.
25 Though Li Deyu was a native of Zhaozhou ᎓ ڠin Hebei, he regarded Luoyang as his
“native land,” probably because, starting with his grandfather Li Qiyun ޕᾫᆐ (719–76), the
family members were buried in Luoyang (see Fu, Li Deyu nianpu, p. 10).
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൪ᡖᄘቜ
ኯᣂ؆Գ

In melancholy I thought of Yang Pu,
Ashamed to be a man from west of the Hangu
Pass.

As an accomplished general of the Han, Yang Pu (referred to at the
end of the poem) was so ashamed to be from west of the Hangu Pass
ࠤߣᣂ (his native place being Yiyang ࡵၺ, to the west of Hangu) that
he petitioned, in a letter to the emperor Wu ࣳ (r. 140–86 bc), to move
his family eastward; his wish was granted and his family was reestablished in Xin’an ᄅڜ, just inside Hangu. 26 The relevance of this allusion is probably this: unlike Yang Pu, Li Deyu already had a home
inside the pass, and yet he had not been able to stay there, hence the
melancholy.
Li Deyu wrote about half a dozen poems during his two-and-a-halfmonth stay at Pingquan. In these poems, he expressed his contentment
with the quiet life in the mountains and professed his spiritual affinity
with various famous recluses in history. “Written Impromptu in the
Suburbs, Sent to Attendant Gentleman [Li Jue], Prefecture Administrator” ؆ࠃܛബࠊՕձ is fairly typical: 27
఼ኯॺឆ
In high office, I felt ashamed about not being
a recluse;
ၵࣥಯࡺ
To the quiet woods I was happy to withdraw.
۔ልञஂ݄
Old peasants jostled with me for a seat on the
mat;
ᆇᆖᔰ
Young children carried books as they hoed. 28
ێஉᣄಱᠻ
On the bamboo paths it is hard to ride back;
܀ۣט⍏ղ
To the immortal skiff I can only gaze on my
tiptoe.
ಡवຯ壃ᆏ
How else would I appreciate Tao Jingjie,
వ۞ფܠᡔ
With his love for nothing but his own cottage?
Embedded in Li Deyu’s image of old peasants jostling with him for a
seat on the mat is a Daoist parable: when Yang Ziju stayed at an inn, the
lodgers there all offered their seats on the mat to him; after he received
instruction from Laozi and rid himself of his arrogant demeanor, the
lodgers jostled with him for a seat on the mat — Yang Ziju had grasped
the natural Way so that other people no longer felt any estrangement
in dealing with him. 29 The idyllic scene in Li Deyu’s poem, as its last
See Hanshu ዧ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1962; hereafter, HS ) 6, p. 183.
LDYW J 10, p. 596.
28 When Ni Kuan ࠝᐈ (d. 102 bc) hoed in the fields, he would carry books that he read
on his breaks; see HS 58, p. 2628.
29 Zhuangzi jishi 9 (“Yu yan” ༅ߢ), pp. 963–64. Before Li Deyu, Wang Wei ׆ፂ (701?–
26
27
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couplet reminds us, is supposed to be reminiscent of Tao Qian’s ຯ
ᑨ (365–427, also known as Master Jingjie 壃ᆏ٣ )سway of life in the
countryside.
As a wealthy official enjoying a respite from his busy career at a
luxury retreat, Li Deyu was, of course, no Tao Qian. Nonetheless, his
self-image as a man living harmoniously with his environment seems
to have been accepted at face value by his friends — if only playfully
or obsequiously. 30 He became known among the elite of Luoyang simply as Pingquan, as indicated in his poem “Many of the Gentlemen in
Luoyang Have Come to Call Me Pingquan. I Felt Ashamed About Acquiring Such a Name of Transcendence. Therefore, I Wrote This Poem
in Response, Sent to Advisor Liu” խՓܩࡅߠੈؓאڍხᛧֱ؆հټ
 ڼאڂᇣ࡚ബᏥᎏড়: 31
ॺՀၝ
Not that I am superior to Liuxia [Hui] in his
reclusion; 32
۞ფࣥێၵ
I just love to be free in the woods.
թฆࡺࣟߺ
My talent does not match East Village; 33
ჟקڇڂ՞
My foolishness is comparable to North Mountain. 34
உ༃آൿ
The untrodden gate is left unswept in the cold;
॰ච९ᣂ
The front gate is constantly shut even in daytime.
61) had used the same parable in describing life on his Wangchuan estate. The last four lines
of his “Ji yu Wangchuanzhuang zuo” ᗨॸᔜ՟๗( ܂QTS 128, p. 1298) read as follows: “To
practice quietude in the mountains, I observe hibiscus in the morning ՞խᙩᨠཛ⯡; / For
pure fast under the pine trees, I pick mallows in the dew ࣪Հ堚សމᆷ. / This old rustic is
all done jostling for a seat with others ມ۔ፖԳञஂᒽ; / Why is it that the seagulls are still
suspicious of me ௧ᧉ۶ࠃޓઌጊ?”
30 Of course, not everybody played along. When Li Deyu came to visit Wei Chu ଁᄑ, a
highly respected nature-loving recluse residing in the southeast corner of Pingquan, the latter
went away into the mountains to avoid the meeting presumably because of his disinclination
to mingle with a powerful court official; see Kang Pian ൈᙺ (js. 877), Jutan lu Ꮳᓫᙕ (CSJC
edn.), p. 83, where Wei Chu is confused with Wei Chulao ଁᄑ( ۔b. 803); for a detailed discussion by Wu Qiming ܦٞࣔ of the evidence that Wei Chu and Wei Chulao were two different persons, see Xin Wenfang ֮߬ࢪ (13th–14th cc.), Tang caizi zhuan jiaojian ାթႚீጧ,
ed. Fu Xuancong ແⱍ⓫ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1987–1995) vol. 3, pp. 157–59.
31 LDYW J 10, p. 598.
32 Liuxia Hui was a recluse, who, according to Confucius, once lowered his aspiration and
suffered humiliation (Lunyu, xviii/8).
33 As the prime minister of Zheng, Zichan ข (d. 522 bc) of East Village ࣟߺ was praised
as one of the four exemplary officials by the emperor Xuan  (r. 73–47 bc) of the Han; see
JS 90, p. 2327.
34 The allusion here is to the legendary Foolish Old Man of North Mountain ק՞ჟֆ, who
was chided by Wise Old Man of the River Bend ࣾڴཕ଼ for his foolishness in trying to remove two mountains in front of his house that blocked his way; see Yang Bojun ᄘ܄, ed.,
Liezi jishi ٨ႃᤩ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1979) 5, pp. 159–61.
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լ֗〇ڎ
൝൝ᄿֽၴ

Still I cannot compare with Master Chiyi, 35
Drifting carefree in misty waters.

With the new toponymic epithet, Li Deyu’s identity was closely linked
to, if not totally defined by, his garden. It was this tie to a piece of
landed property that distinguished him from the legendary Fan Li ૃ
ᥢ, who was able to leave everything behind and sailed away on the
Five Lakes.
Although Li Deyu genuinely enjoyed the country life at Pingquan,
he had no illusion about having permanently disengaged from politics. In the poems that he wrote during the sojourn, he was realistic
enough not to pledge to spend the rest of his life at his villa, although
homecoming officials would routinely declare such an intention. Indeed, after two and a half months, he left to take up his appointment
as surveillance commissioner of Zhexi for the third (and last) time. On
the other hand, it appeared that his stay at Pingquan this time was a
turning point in his emotional relationship to his garden, as evidenced
in the poems he wrote thereafter, especially those composed while he
was stationed in the Huainan ত area between 838 and 840. In those
poems, the theme of remembrance became recurrent. “Reminiscing
About My Mountain Villa, Inviting Master Songyang to Write on the
Same Topic” ᡖ՞ࡺᝮ࣪ၺ ܂ٵis the most illustrative: 36
ڶݺფ՞֨
I have a heart that loves mountains,
ڕ堜༚ྐڕ
With a longing like hunger and thirst.
ߣנԫڣ塒
I came out of the valley just over a year ago,
ൄጊԼܑڣ
But it has often seemed to be a separation of
ten years.
ਞ৸क़ᥓ
In spring, I would think of the flowers blossoming along the banks;
ᖋ༃ੈࠣ
In summer, I would recall how crystalline the
cold spring was;
ટᖋऑᥞׯ
In autumn, I would recall floating the orchid
cup;
מ৸न࣪ຳ
In winter, I would think of relishing pine and
snow.
ඣ৸՛՞ெ
At dawn, I would think of the cassia trees on
the knoll;
35 After Fan Li ૃᥢ helped king Gou Jian ֍ᔌ (d. 465 bc) of Yue to conquer the enemy
state of Wu, he withdrew from court and sailed away on a small boat. He would assume different names in different places, e.g., Chiyi Zipi 〇ڎ ;ؼsee Shiji ಖ (Beijing: Zhonghua
shuju, 1956) 129, p. 3257.
36 LDYW J 9, p. 586.
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ዅᖋᑧִ
ᔨᖋଳદර
堩৸ଇᘑ
݄৸ᢏ᧠യ
ޡᖋ๘ᄶ
ච࡙ࠥۍխ
ღᆩ༓ڃ
࠸ے࢚ޢ
ߢհಡൄᔗ
Գسլڕრ
ԼԯࡺԮԶ
֗آݺᣬᝨ
վྫࠕཛุ
෫౨ດᜇຼ
ঁሏࣥ⹆
ૃᄹंۣ
്ᡖߧ࣪٨
൫ᚨ◂ߪਆ
ಡཊݱᆏ
ᕴየ۞ᅝ⑇
ढઆึڶ
ൕ౿१ᖱஉ
ൊݦױছୃ

At dusk, I would recall the moon in the deep
pool.
In drunkenness, I would recall slicing red
pears;
During meals, I would think of eating purple
ferns.
When sitting, I would think of the dense wisteria;
While walking, I would recall the slippery
moss.
Day and night, from one moment to another,
Many times my heart would break.
I often think of Yang Shuzi,
About whom I never stop talking.
Of things that do not go my way in life,
There are seven or eight out of ten. 37
I have not yet reached the age for storing
away my carriage;
Right now I still carry an official seal.
How can I just follow the elaphure,
To roam around in the shades of the wood?
Fan [Li] sailed carefree in a boat across the
blue waves;
Zhang [Liang] wished to join the ranks of Red
Pine. 38
When answering the call, how can I just worry
about myself?
How dare I forget my duties as a minister?
If a vessel is filled, it will tilt on its own;
When things are complete, something will be
missing again.
Thereupon I will return to the path of the
woodcutters,
So as to follow the examples of ancient worthies.

The repetition of the words yi ᖋ (recalling) and si ৸ (thinking of)
in the first part the poem is only an extreme example; virtually every
37 When Yang Hu’s proposal to defeat Wu before pacifying Jin’s northwestern border was
met with disagreement from many at court, he lamented that “seven or eight out of ten times,
things in this world often do not go my way” ֚Հլڕრ, 㠬ԼࡺԮԶ; JS 34, p. 1019.
38 After he helped to found the Han, Zhang Liang requested that he be released from office
so that he could follow the Daoist master Red Pine; Shiji 55, p. 2047.
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poem Li Deyu wrote in Huainan about his garden has one of them or
an equivalent in its title. With all his irrepressible desire to return to
Pingquan, Li Deyu reminded himself (and explained to his reader) that
the time had not yet come for him to follow his heart, because he had
not yet reached the age of retirement. As in “Recalling My Mountain
Villa at Pingquan, Sent to Vice Director Shen of the Ministry of Personnel,” he affirmed his determination to follow in the footsteps of ancient
worthies in fulfilling his public duty before retiring to private life.
In contrast to his earlier descriptions that tend to stay at the level
of generality, Li Deyu’s Huainan poems are full of details about the
decorative objects in his garden, especially in four series titled, respectively: “Twenty Miscellaneous Poems Written As I Thought of Pingquan
in Late Spring” ਞᑈ৸ؓੈᠧူԲԼଈ, 39 “Eleven Miscellaneous Poems
Written As I Thought of the Rocks and Trees at Pingquan” ৸ؓੈᖫف
ᠧူԫԼଈ, 40 “Six More Poems Written When I Recalled My Mountain
Villa” ૹᖋ՞ࡺքଈ, 41 and “Miscellaneous Poems Written As I Recalled
Pingquan” ᖋؓੈᠧ ူ. 42 Indeed, the Huainan years saw the development of his obsessive feelings toward Pingquan Villa.
Li Deyu’s obsession manifested itself not only in his repeated poetic remembrance but also in his articulated desire to keep the villa and
everything in it in the family forever. Two prose records he composed
in 840 are highly revealing. One is “Record of Plants and Trees of My
Mountain Villa at Pingquan” ؓੈ՞ࡺ౻ֵಖ, 43 in which he explained
why he decided to catalogue his collection:
I once pondered why Explanations of Garden Plants and Trees was
in the catalogue of books at the house of Duke Shiquan. 44 I understood thereby that there must have been a reason for what was
treasured by ancient wise men. In the past twenty years, I served
thrice in the Wu region and once in Huainan. 45 Excellent trees and
fine plants were what I liked by nature. Some of them were sent
by colleagues; others were obtained from woodcutters. 46 At first,
40 LDYW J 10, pp. 608–11.
41 LDYW J 10, pp. 613–15.
LDYW J 10, pp. 600–5.
43 LDYW J 9, pp. 570–71.
LDYW J 10, pp. 617–20.
44 Duke Shiquan was Wang Fangqing ֱ׆ᐜ (d. 702), a bibliophile whose collection was
said to match that of the palace library. His Yuanlin caomu shu Ⴜࣥ౻ֵง in 21 juan is no
longer extant. For his biography, see JTS 89, pp. 2896–901.
45 Since Li Deyu started his first tenure in Zhexi (Wu) in 822, we can assume that his collecting practice preceded the construction of the Pingquan garden.
46 Li Deyu himself identified some of those who presented him with the fantastic rocks arranged in his garden; e.g., “Dielang shi” ᦤف, in “Si Pingquan shu shi zayong shiyi shou”
৸ؓੈᖫفᠧူԼԫଈ (LDYW J 10, p. 609); “Taishan shi” ՞ فand “Luofu shi” ᢅ௬ف, in
“Chong yi shanju liu shou” ૹᖋ՞ࡺքଈ (LDYW J 10, pp. 613, 614).
39
42
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there were only a few items; now, there are plenty. Mindful that
those who study the Classic of Poetry learn much about the names
of plants and trees and that those who work on Encountering Sorrow
always thoroughly comprehend the beauty of fragrant grasses, I
decided to compose a record of their indigenous mountains and
rivers so as to expand the knowledge.
Actually, the main task of Li Deyu’s record was to enumerate the
dozens of rare species of marvelous trees, plants, and rocks that he
had gathered. 47 The names of those objects were inscribed on stones
placed in his garden for the enduring edification of future generations.
He also proudly claimed that his meticulous catalogue contained only
items that could not be found in other famous gardens of Luoyang. One
suspects, therefore, that his record was intended not just to transmit a
body of botanical and lithic knowledge but also to show his pride as
a collector.
If, in the above record, Li Deyu meant to inventory and display
his lifetime collections, then, in “Exhortation to My Children and
Grandchildren About the Mountain Villa at Pingquan” ؓੈ՞ࡺݹ
୪ಖ, 48 he took steps to ensure that they would be kept in the family
forever. Regretting that he would not be able to live at Pingquan, he
made it clear that the villa was his legacy to his children and warned
them against selling even “one piece of rock or a single plant.” They
should not let go of the villa until “cliffs turn into deep valleys and
valleys into ridges.” In the event that the villa was to be taken against
the will of the family by “the powerful and the noble,” his children
should plead with the takers by telling them “tearfully about the charge
of your ancestor.”
The intensity of Li Deyu’s possessive desire was matched only by
the impracticality of his advice. The advice may sound rather melodramatic, but he could not have been more serious. As has been mentioned
47 One interesting example is the “authentic red cassia trees టદெᖫ” as itemized in the
above record (LDYW J 9, pp. 571). Li Deyu had long heard about the fame of the red cassia
trees in the Jingshan Temple ᄃ ڝof Mount Longmen. He tried to find some stalks in the
mountains of Jiangnan but was not successful. While he was in Huainan, a subordinate obtained some stalks for him from woodcutters along Shan Stream. He transplanted them in his
garden, putting all other plants in Luoyang to shame. The ones in Jingshan Temple turned out
to be not the authentic red cassia trees; see “Bi wen Longmen Jingshansi you hong guishu du
xiu Yichuan chang yu Jiangnan zhu shan fang zhi mo zhi Chen siyu zhi yu suo hao yin fang
Shanxi qiaoke ou de shu zhu yizhi jiaoyuan zong fang seju nai zhi Jingshan suoyou shi Shudao wangcao tu de jiaming yin fu shi shi jian zeng Chen shiyu” ֺፊᚊ॰ᄃڶڝદெᖫᗑߐ
ْ՟ቫ࣍ۂত壆 ՞հ๕ ીຫࠊൗवղࢬڂړἓᄻᖱড়ೝᑇฝཬႼฒ॑ۥऊԯव ᄃ
ࢬڶਢᇋሐ ▄౻ൔቯڂټᓿਢᇣଫᢤຫࠊൗ (LDYW J 9, p. 585).
48 LDYW J 9, p. 568–69.
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earlier, he conceived of the construction of the villa as an embodiment
of his filial piety; it was, therefore, perfectly natural for him to expect
similar loyalty on the part of his children. In fact, his advice did not go
unheeded. In the chaotic time near the end of the Tang, Li Jingyi ޕᄃ
ᆠ, one of Li Deyu’s grandsons, did what his famous ancestor never did
by leaving office to return to live at (and take care of) Pingquan. He
did not even go to pay his respects when the emperor Zhaozong ਟࡲ
(r. 889–904) moved his court to Luoyang; for that impudence he was
stripped of his title as vice-director of the Bureau of Merit Titles ᕬ
؆ and demoted to be recorder of Court of the Imperial Regalia ᓡ
രᜳڝ. 49 About a decade later, in 898, when he learned that one of
his grandfather’s favorite rocks had fallen into the hands of a eunuch
serving as the military supervisor in Zhang Quanyi’s ്٤ᆠ (852–926)
army, he acted upon his ancestor’s advice and pleaded in tears with
Zhang Quanyi for help in getting back the rock. 50
Li Deyu’s excessive concern for his villa should not be explained
exclusively in terms of filial piety. For one thing, the general custom
among Tang officials and nobles was that anybody who was anybody
would want to have a garden estate. In the Luoyang area alone, such
estates built by “dukes and ministers and noble royal in-laws” during
the Zhenguan and Kaiyuan reigns were said to have numbered over a
thousand. 51 Li Deyu’s particular bond with his villa had many facets.
At a more private level, Pingquan mirrored his achievement in selfcultivation; on every rock in the garden was inscribed Holding the
Way ڶሐ. 52

49 See XTS 180, p. 5343; Jiu Wudaishi ៱ն( זBeijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1976) 60, p.
807; Zizhi tongjian 265, p. 8644.
50 This legendary rock was called Rock for Sobering from Intoxication ᙌف, against
which Li Deyu would lean whenever he got drunk. When Zhang Quanyi asked the eunuch
about returning the rock, the latter replied that after the defeat of Huang Chao ႓ൃ (d. 884)
there was no garden that remained intact and that Pingquan Villa was certainly not alone in
losing its rocks. Zhang Quanyi, an erstwhile lieutenant of Huang Chao, thought the eunuch
was taking a jab at himself and in his wrath had the eunuch whipped to death; see Jiu Wudaishi 60, pp. 806–7; Xin Wudaishi ᄅն( זBeijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1974) 45, p. 491. For
the migration of this famous rock in the Song, and placement in the royal palace during the
Shaosheng reign (1094–98), see Tao Zongyi ຯࡲᏚ (1316–1403), Shuo fu ᎅ (SKQS edn.)
96B, pp. 27b–28a, quoting Zhang Cheng ്Ⱇ (d. 1143), Danyan ji ᗀႃ.
51 Li Gefei ޕॺ (d. 1106), Luoyang mingyuan ji ၺټႼಖ (CSJC edn.), p. 18. For a
discussion together with an annotated translation of Li Gefei’s piece, see Xiaoshan Yang, “Li
Gefei’s ‘Luoyang mingyuan ji’ (A Record of the Celebrated Gardens of Luoyang): Text and
Context,” MS 52 (2004), pp. 221–55.
52 Zhang Ji ്ਫ਼ (933–96), Jiashi tanlu ᇸּᓫᙕ (pref. 970) (CSJC edn.), p. 4. As late as
the 12th c., those inscribed rocks could still be found among rock-lovers; see Du Wan ޙጴ
(fl. 1126), Yunlin shipu ႆࣥفᢜ (CSJC edn.), p. 7.
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There are indications that Li Deyu saw an intimate link between
Pingquan and his political fortune. He was told (and seriously believed)
that, whenever he was exiled or slandered, the Magic Spring ᨋੈ at
his villa would change its color and would return to its limpidness only
after a long period of time. 53 He also saw the spring as a fit symbol for
his own talent as a great minister. “The Fountainhead of Pingquan” ؓ
ੈᄭ, the first of “Six More Poems Written When I Recalled My Mountain Villa” is a prime example: 54
ߣנ௬ग़
As it comes of the valley, it can only drift a
mustard;
խႼբᛒ᠁
By the middle of my garden, it can already
float a wine cup.
ၟ૱መێ
Curving, it passes Bamboo Cove;
௯⒙ߨᥞჀ
Expanding, it goes by Orchid Dike.
࡙ᙩፊູᥬ
In the quiet night, fish are heard jumping;
ଅპߠႀ
Against the light breeze, wild geese are seen
hovering.
ൕ౿ࣟٻ௧
From here it moves toward the eastern ocean,
ױऑᛎ՟
Able to carry a ship that crosses a great river.
The last line contains a significant allusion, which moves the poem
from literalism to allegorization. During the first three years after he
became the king of Shang, Wuding ࣳԭ remained silent, even after the
period of mourning for his father was over. When his ministers urged
him to issue orders about the affairs of the state, Wuding explained
that he did not speak out because he was not sure of his own virtues as
a ruler. However, as he was thinking about the affairs of the state, he
had a dream in which he was granted a capable minister, who would
speak on his behalf. He described what he saw in the dream and a
portrait was drawn accordingly. After a wide search, Yue ᎅ, a convict
laborer who was molding clay in the field of Fuyan ແ, was found to
fit the portrait exactly and made the chief minister. The first instruction
Wuding gave to his new minister (known as Fu Yue) goes as follows:
“Please offer your advice mornings and evenings to help me cultivate
my virtues. It is like using you as a whetstone when there is a metal
instrument, like using you as the oar of a ship when there is a grand
river to cross ૉᛎ؎՟ۣ܂ڿشᄚ.” 55 Presumably, Li Deyu saw himself
as another Fu Yue.
54 LDYW J 10, p. 613.
Preface to “Lingquan fu” ᨋੈᓿ (LDYW J 9, p. 575).
Shangshu zhengyi ࡸإᆠ, “Shuo ming” ᎅࡎ, in Ruan Yuan ީ (1764–1849), ed., Shisan
jing zhushu ԼԿᆖࣹง (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1982), p. 174c; see also Shiji, 3, p. 102.
53
55
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Finally, we should mention that Pingquan also served as a commemorative site for Li Deyu’s accomplishments as a statesman. To
monumentalize his success in suppressing the rebellion in Shangdang
and smashing the Uighurs, he set up in his garden two structures: Deliberation Pavilion ዌ৸ॼ and Smashing the Rebels Pavilion ٕধॼ. 56
Chinese literati’s poetic descriptions of their garden estates date
to the Western Jin. Among the earliest examples are Shi Chong’s فശ
(249–300) writings on his famous Golden Valley Garden ८ߣႼ, which
stands at the top of the list of the Eight Scenic Spots of Luoyang. Such
pieces as “Longing to Return: A Prelude” ৸ូ֧ (together with a long
preface), 57 “Longing to Return: A Lament” ৸ូᑜ, 58 and “Preface to
the Golden Valley Poems” ८ߣᇣݧʿ59 mix an ostentatious display of
wealth with a devotion to living the simple life of a hermit. 60 Located in
the northwestern suburb of Luo yang, Shi Chong’s splendid estate was
a popular site where prominent literary and political figures of the time
such as Pan Yue ᑰࢂ (247–300) gathered to socialize, write poetry, and
enjoy wine, feasts and music. 61 Pan Yue’s own “Fu on My Idle Life” ၳࡺ
ᓿ contains a significant section on his garden, with a lengthy catalogue
of the fruits and vegetables growing there, and inaugurated a subgenre
of the fu form. 62 Anticipated by Pan Yue’s piece was Xie Lingyun’s 
ᨋሎ (385–433) “Fu on Dwelling in the Mountains” ՞ࡺᓿ, 63 which in
56 Zhang, Jiashi tanlu, p. 4; for a slightly different (and better) version, see Wang, Tang
yulin 4, p. 342.
57 Lu Qinli ◺ཱུم, ed., Xian Qin Han Wei Jin Nanbeichao shi ٣ዧᠿவতקཛᇣ (Beijing:
Zhonghua shuju, 1983), pp. 643–44.
58 Lu, Xian Qin Han Wei Jin Nanbeichao shi, p. 644.
59 Quan Jin wen ٤வ֮ 33, pp. 13a–b, in Yan Kejun ᣤ( ݁ױ1720–1843), comp., Quan
shanggu sandai Qin Han Sanguo Liuchao wen ٤ ՂײԿזዧԿഏքཛ֮ (Beijing: Zhonghua
shuju, 1958).
60 For translations of “Longing to Return, a Lament” and “Preface to the Golden Valley Poems,” see Hellmut Wilhelm, “Shih Ch’ung and His Chin-ku-yüan,” MS 18 (1959), pp.
315–27. For a more accurate translation by Richard Mather of “Preface to the Golden Valley
Poems,” see John Minford and Joseph M. S. Lau, eds., Classical Chinese Literature: An Anthology of Translation, vol. 1, From Antiquity to the Tang Dynasty (New York: Columbia U.P.,
2000), pp. 475–76. See also Stephen Owen, The Poetry of the Early T’ang (New Haven: Yale
U.P., 1977), pp. 274–76.
61 One such gathering, as reported in Shi Chong’s “Preface to the Golden Valley Poems,”
attracted thirty participants, all of whom wrote commemorative verses. Of those only Pan
Yue’s “Jingu ji zuo shi” ८ߣႃ܂ᇣ has been preserved; see Lu, Xian Qin Han Wei Jin Nanbeichao shi, p. 632. Shi Chong and Pan Yue were members of an elite literati group known as
the Twenty-Four Friends ԲԼ֖; see JS 40, p. 1173.
62 See Xiao Tong ᘕอ (501–31), comp., Wenxuan ֮ᙇ (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe,
1986) 16, pp. 697–707. For English translations of Pan Yue’s fu, see Burton Watson, trans., Chinese Rhyme Prose (New York: Columbia U.P., 1971), pp. 64–71; and David Knechtges, trans.,
Wen xuan or Selections of Fine Literature (Princeton: Princeton U.P., 1996) 3, pp. 145–57.
63 Quan Songwen ٤ ֮ݚ31, pp. 1a–11b, in Yan, Quan shanggu. For a critical study together
with a complete translation of Xie Lingyun’s fu in English, see Francis A. Westbrook, “Land-
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turn exerted a tangible influence on Shen Yue’s ާપ (441–513) “Fu
on Dwelling in the Suburbs” ࡺᓿ. 64 Continuing this tradition was
Yu Xin’s ➒ॾ (513–581) “Fu on My Small Garden” ՛Ⴜᓿ, many of
whose images and motifs were drawn from Pan Yue’s fu. 65 The theme
of reclusion is omnipresent in all these works.
Starting in the early years of Tang, especially during the second
reign of the emperor Zhongzong խࡲ (705–710), poems on the estates
of members of the royal family and their in-laws took on certain distinct thematic and stylistic features. The emperor’s frequent outings
to these estates in the company of his entourage of poets occasioned
numerous panegyric verses, which characterized the residents of those
extravagant estates and visitors to them as rustic hermits and Daoist
immortals. The estate became a space where bucolic and transcendent
moods could be satisfied without rejecting public or mundane life. 66
Zhongzong himself led the choir on one such outing and invoked Tao
Qian as his model. 67
Distinctly different from the panegyrics of early-Tang estate poems, the “Wang Stream Collection” ᔜ՟ႃ, a small series of poems written probably in the 740s by Wang Wei ׆ፂ (701?–761) and Pei Di ፶
૭ (fl. 741), 68 initiated the convention of mapping the various sites and
scenes of an estate in a series of poems, often in the form of pentasyllabic quatrains. 69 Later imitations of the architectural form of the series
scape Description in the Lyric Poetry and ‘Fuh on Dwelling in the Mountains’ of Shieh Lingyunn,” Ph.D. diss. (Yale University, 1973).
64 Quan Liang wen ٤ᆓ֮ 25, pp. 2a–6b, in Yan, Quan shanggu. For a translation of Shen
Yue’s fu with a commentary, see Richard Mather, The Poet Shen Yüeh (Princeton: Princeton
U.P., 1988), pp. 176–213. The esteem that Shen Yue accorded Xie Lingyun’s fu can be gauged
by the fact that he quoted the entire piece in his biography of Xie Lingyun in Songshu ݚ
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1974) 67, pp. 1754–71.
65 Quan Hou Zhou wen ٤ ֮ࡌٿ8, pp. 4a–5a, in Yan, Quan shanggu. For an English translation of Yu Xin’s fu, see Watson, Chinese Rhyme Prose, pp. 103–9.
66 For a discussion, see Stephen Owen, “The Formation of the Tang Estate Poem,” H J AS
55.1 (1995), pp. 39–59; and idem, Poetry of the Early T’ang, pp. 256–73. Many of the poems
written by court poets during the Jinglong reign (707–10) were collected in the now lost Jinglong wenguan ji ནᚊ֮塢ಖ, compiled in the 720s by Wu Pingyi ࣳؓԫ (d. ca. 741). For a discussion, see Jia Jinhua, “A Study of the Jinglong wenguan ji,” MS 47 (1999), pp. 209–36.
67 See “Jiuyue jiuri xinglin Weiting denggao de ‘qiu’ zi” ֲִࢉᜯྍॼ࿆ટ( ڗQTS
2, p. 23). Poems written by Zhongzong’s literary courtiers on the same occasion are collected
in Ji Yougong ૠ( פڶfl. 1126), Tangshi jishi jiaojian ାᇣಖࠃீጧ, Wang Zhongyong ٘׆
㐦, ed. (Chengdu: Bashu shushe, 1989) 1, p. 16.
68 For the former, see QTS 128, pp. 1299–320; the latter’s are QTS 128, pp. 1312–15.
69 Wang Wei wrote a shorter series of five poems on another mountain estate, “Huanfu
Yue Yunxi zati wu shou” ߉ࢂႆᄻᠧᠲնଈʳ(QTS 128, p. 1302). Mention may be made here
of Lu Hong’s ᡔព (fl. ca. 713–42) “Songshan shi zhi shi shou” ვ՞ԼݳԼ ଈ (QTS 123, pp.
1223–26), which could have been written earlier than the “Wang Stream Collection.” There
are two reasons to exclude Lu Hong’s work from the subgenre of estate series. First, written
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and its bland, understated style include “Twenty-two Miscellaneous
Poems on Lantian Creek” ៴ضᄻᠧူԲԼԲଈʳ by Wang Wei’s epigone
Qian Qi ᙒದ (710?–782?), 70 Huangfu Ran’s ߉( ל717–770) “Five
Poems Written in the Mountains” ՞խնူ, 71 Han Yu’s ឌყ (768–824)
“Respectfully Matching the Twenty-One Newly Composed Poems on
Santang Park by Supervising Secretary Liu, Governor of Guo zhou” ࡚
ࡉ⳨ڠᏥࠃࠌܩԿഘᄅᠲԲԼԫူ, 72 Wei Chuhou’s ଁদ (773–828)
“Twelve Poems on Shengshan” ฐ՞ԼԲଈ, 73 and Zhang Ji’s “Matching Twelve Poems on Shengshan by Governor Wei of Kaizhou” ࡉଁ
ၲڠฐ՞ԼԲଈ. 74
In many ways, Li Deyu’s writings were part of a living, literary
tradition. Chinese literati through the ages had offered a more or less
consistent set of explanations of their reasons for possessing a suburban estate: their inborn love for nature as a place for moral and
religious self-cultivation as well as aesthetic enjoyment, their incompatibility with and disdain for the vulgar world, and their (not always
sincerely professed) lack of abilities in government service. The lowest
common denominator in the poetic discourse on the estate (namely,
the configuration of the estate as a space of transcendence and reclusion) can certainly be discerned in Li Deyu’s writings. His conception
of the construction of Pingquan Villa as an embodiment of his filial
piety, however, was quite unique. 75 Two points may be made in this
connection: first, as we have already seen, such a conception accounts
at least in part for Li Deyu’s intense affection for his villa; second, as
we shall see, it was ignored by those who criticized him for his possessiveness in later times.
Typically, when a writer wrote about his garden, he would present his thoughts and feelings as a direct response to what he saw and
heard in his garden at the moment. Writing about one’s garden would
be part of one’s life in the garden. Li Deyu’s writings were different.
in a free Chuci meter, with a rather lengthy preface preceding the poetic celebration of each
site on Mount Song, the style of Lu Hong’s set is drastically different from that of the “Wang
Stream Collection” and its imitations. Second, the authenticity of Lu Hong’s poems, which
were supposed to have accompanied his painting “Caotang tu” ౻ഘቹ, has been challenged
by modern scholars. For the conjecture that both the painting and the poems were fabrications of the late-Tang or early-Song, see Xu Fuguan ஊ༚ᨠ, Zhongguo yishu jingshen խഏᢌ
壄壀 (Taibei: Xuesheng shuju, 1974), p. 506.
70 QTS 239, pp. 2684–87.
71 QTS 248, pp. 2805–6.
72 QTS 343, pp. 3847–50.
73 QTS, 479, pp. 5448–50.
74 QTS 386, pp. 4374–84.
75 Near the end of his “Fu on My Idle Life” (Wenxuan 16, pp. 705–6), Pan Yue had described his garden as place where he and his brothers took great pleasure and diligence in
taking care of their mother, but the construction the garden itself had no link with the idea
of filial piety.
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The overwhelming majority of them were composed while he was away
from Pingquan. His poems were not so much about what existed in
front of his eyes as about what existed in his mind’s-eye. The limitations on his relationship with his villa arose from the contingencies of
his political career and caused Pingquan to recede from his life and
even as a hope for his future retirement. Thus Li’s absence intensified
his possessive desire and compulsive remembrance, which became two
dominant themes in his writings and which were problematized in the
Song. Although absenteeism was rampant among garden owners in the
Tang, its correlation with remembrance, desire, and poetry as exhibited
in Li Deyu’s case was unparalleled.
CONTEMPORARY PERSPECTIVES ON PINGQUAN

Although Li Deyu’s absenteeism became an easy butt of satire from
the Song onward, contemporaries would see it through rosier lenses. In
“A Companion Piece to Minister Duke Li’s Poem ‘Written Impromptu
upon My First Return to Pingquan, As I Passed the Southern Peak of
Longmen and Looked to My Mountain Villa in the Distance’” ࡉޕ
ઌֆॣូؓੈመᚊ॰তᚢඨ՞ࡺ ࠃܛ, 76 for example, Liu Yuxi Ꮵછᙔ
(772–842) emphasized that Li Deyu’s departure from court and stay
at Pingquan would (and should) not be for long:
ᑉܑࣔஅװ
Leaving the brilliant court for a while,
ॣᙟᚌဵᝫ
You returned in the grace of an imperial decree.
མ㒌຺ᓿ
Once you composed a rhyme-prose on the
owl; 77
መᨼᚊ՞
Now you are happy to pass Zaolong Mountain. 78
ᄅኀᄿ־ದ
From your new villa cooking smoke rose,
ມ࿓ੈفၴ
As you traveled in the wilds among fountain
rocks.
༔Գඨڇ
With your prestige prevailing at court,
ׂழၵ
You will have only a moment of leisure here.
For Liu Yuxi, the proper place for a statesman of Li Deyu’s talent and
renown was at court, not a mountain retreat; his absenteeism was dictated by the moral imperative of active civil service.
QTS 358, p. 4041.
After Jia Yi ᇸᓩ (201–169 bc) was exiled to Changsha, an owl flew into his room; he
considered it a bad omen and wrote “Funiao fu” 㒌຺ᓿ; see Shiji 84, p. 2496. Liu Yuxi was
referring to Li Deyu’s past exilic experience.
78 This is another name for Longmen Mountain.
76

77
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Liu Yuxi wrote a total of five companion pieces to Liu Deyu’s poems about Pingquan, and four of them expressed the same idea. In response to Li Deyu’s feigned modesty about his newly acquired epithet
“Pingquan,” he wrote the following: 79
ᄐᤉଁؓ৵
Your accomplishments succeed those of the
Wei and the Ping families; 80
୮ࠉ഼ⶋၴ
Your home lies between Mount Kunlun and
Mount Langfeng. 81
ဎקร
In grace and glory, you departed from your
northern abode, 82
ᡢᦠფࣟ՞
In insouciance and casualness, you love your
residence at East Mountain. 83
የቹڇ
Your roomfuls of books are still here;
Ե॰࣪ဘၳ
Inside the gate, pine and chrysanthemum are
placid.
ি֚ឈᑉஒ
Although the bird with cloudlike wings is taking a momentary rest, 84
ԫᜰנԳᖃ
With one sweep it will fly into the realm of
men.
In Liu Yuxi’s panegyric spin, anything other than a “momentary rest” at
Pingquan would be a tremendous waste of Li Deyu’s extraordinary gift.
The above two poems are structurally similar in that both end
with a prediction about Li Deyu’s quick return to court after a short
sojourn at his villa. Such a prophetic pattern is evident in two other
companion pieces by Liu Yuxi. “A Companion Piece to ‘Choosing a
Place to Live’ by Grand Master Li of Zhexi” ࡉ௨۫ޕՕْ֛՟Խࡺʳconcludes with these lines: 85
QTS 358, p. 4041.
During the Western Han, there were two cases of both father and son serving as grand
councilors, i.e., Wei Xian ଁᔃ (148–60 bc) and Wei Xuancheng ଁ( ګخd. 36 bc), Ping Dang
ؓᅝ and Ping Yan ؓஶ (d. 30); see HS 71, p. 3051. The parallel is that both Li Jifu and Li
Deyu served in the same capacity.
81 Mount Kunlun ࣒ി and Mount Langfeng ⶋଅ are legendary dwelling places for immortals.
82 This refers to Li Deyu’s mansion in the Anyi  ߳ڜward of Changan, originally obtained
by Li Jifu. This residence was the subject of many geomantic predictions; see Li Fang ޕᱽ
(925–96) et al., comp., Taiping guangji ֜ؓᐖಖ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1961) 497, p. 4076,
quoting Lushi zashuo ᗝּᠧᎅ; and Kang, Jutan lu, p. 84.
83 Xie An ( ڜ320–85) once built a villa on East Mountain ࣟ՞ (also known as Earth
Mountain Ւ՞) where he lived in quite extravagant lifestyle, heedless of the criticisms by his
contemporaries; see JS 79, pp. 2075–76.
84 The legendary peng ᣛ bird has wings resembling clouds hanging in the sky and takes a break
from its flying only every six months; see Zhuangzi jishi (“Xiaoyao you” ຎሏ) 1, p. 2.
85 QTS 363, p. 4100.
79
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կᆃဠࣟᎹ
፧سඨקᝧ
ஈחᠨᦊػ
նߺ۞ᒿ

In the vermilion palace the east chamber is
kept vacant for you;
The great masses of the people are waiting for
your northbound coach.
It would be pointless for a pair of white
cranes,
To hesitate in their graceful dance every five
miles.

Similarly, the last four lines of “In Response to Minister Duke Li Sending Me His ‘Happily on My Way Back to My Native Land, as I Sailed
on the Luo River from Gong County’” ሟޕઌֆូၢഏ۞ᕁᗼ࡙ऑ
ֽߠബʳread as follows: 86
ᣛஒଅᝫದ
From its rest the great peng bird will soar again
with the wind;
Ꮥូࣥإટ
Autumn is falling on the woods as the phoenix
returns. 87
ឈᡙ՛՞ெ
Although you broke a cassia bough of Little
Mountain,
چڼլఎ
This is not a place for you to linger long. 88
Different from Liu Yuxi, who repeatedly stressed that Li Deyu’s
stay at Pingquan was only a temporary pause in the exertion of his extraordinary talent, Pei Lin ፶Ⰹ (d. 838) praised Li Deyu’s lofty reclusive
inclination as well as his impressive administrative accomplishments
in a series entitled “Duke Zanhuang, Formerly Minister of State, Built
a Mountain Villa at Pingquan a Long Time Ago. He Returned for a
Short Rest and Soon Left in Answer to the Imperial Decree for Him to
Govern Zheyou. I Composed Fourteen Tetrasyllabic Poems to Express
My Thoughts and Respectfully Sent Them to Him” ছઌഏᢥֆڰ⠢
ؓੈ՞ࡺᑉᝫᖈඝದဵࡎ܂௨׳᎗އᡖᓿߢᇣԼଈ࡚ബ. 89 Pei Lin’s
postscript contains enough useful information to be worth translating
in its entirety here:

QTS 358, p. 4040.
The allusion here is to two passages in the Lunyu. In one instance (xviii/5), Jie Yu ൷
ᝨ, a madman of Chu, went past Confucius and sang a song, in which the phoenix (a reference to Confucius) is urged to give up and escape from the peril of those in office; in another instance (v/22), Confucius, while in Chen, said to his students: “Let’s go home. Let’s go
home” ូፖ! ូፖ!
88 Little Mountain is the epithet of a group of literary retainers at the court of Liu An Ꮵڜ
(179–22 bc), Prince of Huainan. To them is attributed “Zhao yinshi” ࢵឆՓ, which has this description of a recluse (whom the speaker is trying to call back): “He reached for cassia boughs
and lingered there for a while” ᡙགெࣤօเఎ; see Wenxuan 33, p. 1555.
89 QTS 507, pp. 5764–66.
86
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In the ninth month of the first year of the Kaicheng reign (October,
836), 90 the minister duke was appointed to the branch office in
the Eastern Capital in the capacity of advisor to the heir-apparent.
He arrived at Luoyang on the nineteenth day of the ninth month
(November 1, 836), and resided peacefully in his Pingquan villa. I
composed the above tetrasyllabic poems to transmit his lordship’s
inborn disposition and also to describe the beauty of mountains
and springs, but I did not have time to inscribe them on stone. On
the twenty-first day of the eleventh month (January 1, 837) of the
same year, his lordship was appointed surveillance commissioner
of Zhexi; he was also favored with the elevated title of censor-inchief among the eight executives. On the fourth day of the twelfth
month (January 14, 837), he left for his post. In the spring of the
second year of the Kaicheng reign, 91 while I was vice director of
the ministry of war, I was appointed governor of Henan. I myself
transcribed those poems on stone in my office, 92 and set it up in
the mountain villa at Pingquan. Recorded on this the twenty-fifth
day of the ninth month of the second year of the Kaicheng reign
(October 28, 837), by Pei Lin, governor of Henan.
To illustrate Pei Lin’s two stated purposes — to “transmit his lordship’s inborn disposition” and “to describe the beauty of mountains and
springs” at Pingquan — I cite three poems from his series. 93 With its
focus on Li Deyu’s moral fortitude and spiritual transcendence, Poem
Number 4 apparently fulfills the first of Pei Lin’s purposes:
ݺԺࢨࡹ
My abilities may be exhausted;
ݺಧ๕ۆ
My body will never be tainted.
Կលڕ堮
Demotions for three times tasted like sweets;
Կದ൫᥈
Promotions for three times caused only fear.
٦ᎏᡒ
Being appointed the advisor again was a favor; 94
ԫᕞ堥
Departing from court was a treat.
࣏ڇए
In the past, when I was entangled in work,
ൄ৸ូװ
I often thought about returning.
Read ၲګց ڣfor ၲګ ڣhere; see LDYW J 10, p. 627.
Read ၲګԲڣਞ for ၲګԲ ڣhere; see LDYW J 10, pp. 627–28.
92 Pei Lin was an excellent calligrapher.
93 All three poems were written from the perspective of Li Deyu, hence the use of the first
person pronoun wo ݺ.
94 More than a year earlier, 4th lunar mo. of Dahe (i.e., 835), Li Deyu was appointed advisor to the heir-apparent. Because of court intrigue, he was then demoted to Yuanzhou before
he left for Luoyang; see Zizhi tongjian 45, pp. 7902–3.
90
91
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վঞٽৈ
۩ཎխᐞ

Today, things are falling in place,
So that I can follow my heart’s desire.

Here Li Deyu emerges as a man untroubled by the frequent ups and
downs of his political career. A positive spin is put on his departure
from the central government. He is now finally able to do what he has
always wanted to do: return to his garden.
Poem Number 8 is one of several in Pei Lin’s series that describes
the scenic beauty of Pingquan (a description that was lacking in Liu
Yuxi’s poems):
ଆੈਘ़
The flying fall hangs in the sky,
֚ެڕᑲ
As if breaking open from the heavenly pool.
ᆄיᣬࣹ
A spurt of ten thousand feet from up in the
air,
ऴᑧ֨
Dashes straight into the heart of the pond.
ִإխ؇
With the moon in the middle of the sky,
ߠ
The depth of the pond is clearly seen.
ᆢ՞ྤᐙ
Mountains form no shadows,
ࡰᦊழܷ
A lonely crane cries from time to time.
ݺݺዚ
I whistle, and I sing;
ࢨถࢨᜯ
Now I gaze afar, then I look down.
As he enjoys the pristine landscape of Pingquan, Li Deyu acts in total
spontaneity, expressing himself through singing and whistling. 95
Number 10 of Pei Lin’s series is of particular interest in that it
emphasizes the modesty of Li Deyu’s villa in correspondence to the
simplicity of his desire:
ኖհض
About the land at Sleep Mound,
Ւ՞հՂ
On the top of Earth Mountain.
୪ਝ၂ᘩ
Sun left behind his advice; 96
95 One of the most famous whistlers is Ruan Ji ᤄ (210–263), known for his carefree lifestyle. When he whistled, he could be heard several hundred paces away; see Liu Yiqing Ꮵ
ᆠᐜ (403–444), Shishuo xinyu ᎅᄅ, annot. Liu Xiaobiao Ꮵݕᑑ (462–521) (Yu Jiaxi ܇
ቯᙔ, ed., Shishuo xinyu jianshu ጧง [Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1993]) 18, p. 647.
Quoting the early works “Weishi chunqiu” ᠿּਞટ and “Zhulin qixian lun” ࣥێԮᔃᓵ, Liu
Xiaobiao informs us that when Ruan Ji visited a recluse on Sumen Mountain, the recluse did
not answer, but only whistled. The recluse, known as Master Sumen, was the inspiration of
Ruan Ji’s “Daren xiansheng zhuan” ՕԳ٣سႚ.
96 When Sunshu Ao ୪࠸ඐ was on his deathbed, he gave his son advice. The king had offered to give him a fief several times before, but he had declined. Thus, after his death, the son
should not accept any fief of profitable land the king offers and should ask instead for Sleep
Mound (Qinqiu), located between Chu and Yue. Nobody wanted the land because of its name
(which carries connotations of tombs and death). The son followed the advice, and the family was able to hold on to the fief for a long time; Chen Qiyou ຫ࡛ᅏ, ed., Lüshi chunqiu ܨ
ּਞટ (Shanghai: Xuelin chubanshe, 1984) 10 (“Bao yi” ᣪฆ), p. 551. The term Qinqiu has
become a general reference to unproductive (and unwanted) land.
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ٍሕუ
Ꮰঞ壂
ဎࡐᣄ९
ኑૉ֨ݺ
ԫੈԫᣦ
ທᔞߩ
၌ྥࡰᓾ

Xie thought about it from afar. 97
Frugality is a blessing;
Hard it is for lavishness to last.
Is it not just like my heart
To have one spring on one tract of land?
Enough for me to sightsee,
Where I enjoy myself, transcendent.

Pei Lin’s representation here forms a sharp contrast with the criticisms
of Pingquan Villa for its extravagance, which, as we shall see presently,
was voiced already during Li Deyu’s lifetime. Since Pei Lin had firsthand knowledge of the scale of Pingquan, one might wonder if he was
actually trying to convey a moral message to Li Deyu with the reference
to Sleep Mound. However, the panegyric tone of the whole series is so
unmistakable that it is difficult to imagine he is doing anything other
than sincerely praising Li Deyu here.
After Li Deyu left Pingquan, he served in Zhexi until 838, when
he was appointed to Huainan. In the summer of 840, he was summoned to court. On his way to Changan from Huainan, he made a
short stop at Pingquan. 98 In the following years, during the Huichang
reign (841–47), he was the most powerful official at court, and his accomplishments were impressive. However, after the emperor Wuzong
ࣳࡲ died in 846, in the middle of spring, Li’s political fortune took
a drastic turn. In late spring he was eased out of court; and in winter
he came to Luoyang as regent of the Eastern Capital ࣟຟఎښ. A little
more than a year later, early in 848, he was exiled to the south, with
no hope of return, first to Chaozhou ᑪڠ, and later (in the fall) to Yazhou ഺڠ, at the very southern edge of the Tang empire, where he died
a little over a year later.
Li Deyu’s tragic ending soon became a topic of lamentation in
the second half of the ninth century. 99 One of the best known is Wang
97 For Earth Mound, see n. 83, above. Here, however, Pei Lin probably had in mind another story. After Xie An left his villa to serve at court, he missed East Mountain and thus built
an earth mound as an imitation of it; see Wang Qi ( ྐྵ׆fl. 1758), annot., Li Taibai quanji ޕ
֜ػ٤ႃ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1977) 7, p. 404 (note to “Dongshan yin” ࣟ՞ܷ, quoting
Jiangnan tongzhi ۂতຏ)ݳ.
98 A notable episode during Li Deyu’s short stay at Pingquan this time is described in Zhang
Gu ്ࡐ (fl. 860–79), Youxian guchui ൝ၳቔ( ܬCSJC edn.), p. 3: Li Zongmin, who was then in
Luoyang as advisor to the heir-apparent, was worried that his nemesis was returning to power
and tried to send a letter to Li Deyu through intermediaries so that a meeting between the two
could set up for reconciliation; the overture was flatly turned down by Li Deyu. For a critical
examination of this episode, see Fu, Li Deyu nianpu, pp. 373–74.
99 To Li Deyu is attributed a poem titled “Li Pingquan mashang zuo” ᠦؓੈ್Ղ( ܂LDYW J 4,
p. 498), which seems to move from lamenting to gloating over the caprice of his fortune. The
poem, however, is probably a forgery of the late-Tang; see Fu, Li Deyu nianpu, p. 664–65.
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Zun’s ޫᙅ (js. 866) “On Defender-in-chief Li’s Pingquan Villa” ᠲ֜ޕ
രؓੈ๗, 100 which won instant popularity:
ֽੈक़ֵړఠ Streams and founts, flowers and plants — fit
for peaceful slumber;
ვ᜕֟ᖩየؾছ Sweeping and towering, Song and Shao Mountains fill one’s eyes.
൪Գၴլؓࠃ Disconsolate is the injustice in this world;
վཛߪڇ௧তᢰ Nowadays his body lies south of the ocean. 101
Similar in tone and sentiment is Luo Ye’s ᢅᙋ (fl. 873) “Sighing
over Pingquan” ᑜؓੈ: 102
سছ༓ࠩॼڼፕ How often in his life did he come to these
pavilions and terraces?
༈ᑜދװլ ڃConstantly I lament about his not being able
to return from exile.
ૉਞଅᄎԳრ If the wind in spring could be made to understand human feelings,
क़ࣤጐٻٽতၲ Then all the flowers would blossom toward
the south. 103
Around the same time Li Deyu’s misfortune was being elegized, the
Ping quan garden became legendary in anecdotal writings (biji ಖ). In
Kang Pian’s ൈᙺ (js. 877) Jutan lu Ꮳᓫᙕ, written about a quarter of a
century after Li Deyu’s death, marvel at the landscaping feats and rare
items in the garden is followed by a satirical note:
Pingquan Villa in the Eastern Capital is thirty li (about ten miles)
from the city of Luoyang. With flowers and trees, terraces and
pavilions, it looks like the abode of immortals. There is a balustrade, in front of which water from a spring is channeled into a
meandering course, resembling mountains and rivers like the Ba
Gorge, the twelve peaks of Dongting, and the Nine Tributaries extending to Haimeng. By the walkway in the bamboo grove, there
is a flat rock. If one rubs it by hand, shapes of clouds, dragons,
phoenixes, plants, and trees will loom. There is a rib bone of a
gigantic fish, two zhang and five chi (about 25 feet) in length, on
QTS 602, p. 6959.
See Xin, Tang caizi zhuan 3, p. 466, where the poem appears in a significantly different version.
102 QTS 654, p. 7524.
103 For poems from the late Tang with elegiac references to but not focused on Pingquan,
see Luo Yin ᢅឆ (833–910), “Ganlusi huo hou” ־ڝز৵ (QTS 662, p. 7591); “Xue Yangtao bili ge” ၺຯ⽛⻛ዚ (QTS 665, p. 7618); “Qiantang yu Moshi yi Runzhou jiu you” ᙒჀ
ሖᚈஃᖋᑮ៱ڠሏ (QTS 665, p. 7621); and Xu Yin ஊኅ (js. 894), “Luan si pingfeng” ་ۿৠ
ଅ (QTS 709, p. 8115).
100
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which is inscribed, “The second year of the Huichang reign (842),
sent from Haizhou.” 104 In the beginning, when Deyu was building
his Pingquan villa, people from faraway places would send him
their local products and rare objects. Therefore, in a few years,
there was nothing that he did not have in the villa. A contemporary wrote on Pingquan: “Grandees of Longyou offered talking
birds; / Prefects of Rinan sent famous flowers.” 105
Pingquan Villa was destroyed in the Five Dynasties period. By
the 970s, only its foundation remained. Gone were the terraces and
pavilions numbering more than one hundred; the many specimens of
strange rocks, had been “taken away by powerful families of Luoyang;”
the rare trees and plants, with a few exceptions, were nowhere to be
seen anymore. 106
Before moving on to the representations of Li Deyu and his
Pingquan Villa in the Song, I should like to point out something obvious: the panegyric tone in the poems by Liu Yuxi and Pei Lin with
regard to Li Deyu’s absenteeism was determined by their personal relationships with him. Early in the ninth century, absenteeism became
a major issue in poems on gardens (especially those in Changan and
Luoyang) and was generally viewed in a negative light. Liu Yuxi himself
commented on the phenomenon in the Luoyang area in a poem entitled
“Strolling in the East of the City” ৄࣟၳሏ, 107 which begins with:
ଗംۃፕ
May I ask where the owners of the ponds and
pavilions are?
ࡺڍሁ੍
Most of them are positioned in high office.
Տ८၇ቼ
With thousands of gold they purchased such
supreme scenery,
ֲة᥆ၵԳ
Only to let it belong to this man of leisure all
day long.
The contrast between a busy high official legally owning a garden and
a “man of leisure” actually appreciating it is a common theme in garden poems of the early-ninth century. Typically, the poet would celebrate his own leisure and satirizes the absenteeism he witnessed, and
no one was more articulate in this respect than Bai Juyi, a frequenter
of Pingquan and other gardens in the Luoyang area. As this topic has
already been addressed in detail, 108 I will not elaborate here. Instead, I
104 This is probably the same one as mentioned in Li Deyu’s “Haiyu gu” ௧ູ, in “Si
Pingquan shu shi zayong shiyi shou” ৸ؓੈᖫفᠧူԼԫଈ (LDYW J 10, p. 610).
105 Quoted in Taiping guangji 405, p. 3271.
106 Zhang, Jiashi tanlu, p. 4.
107 QTS 357, p. 4020.
108 See Yang, Metamorphosis, pp. 28–36.
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will simply quote from one of his poems, entitled “Written on Luoyang
Mansions” ᠲխรڛ. 109 After describing the lavish scale and style of
the mansions he saw in Luoyang, Bai Juyi turns his attention to their
absentee owners, whose behavior is reminiscent of Li Deyu:
ᇢംۃፕ
May I ask who the owners of the ponds and
terraces are?
ڍലઌࡴ
Most of them are generals and ministers.
ึߪլམࠩ
Never having been here throughout their
lives,
ഄ୶ڛቹ
They can only roll open their estate maps to
take a look. 110
The elegiac pieces by Wang Zun and Luo Ye should also be distinguished from the typical lamentations over ruined estates in the Tang.
(For one thing, Pingquan Villa was apparently still in good condition
when those two poets visited it.) For the purpose of comparison, we may
mention briefly the case of Fengcheng (“Presenting Loyalty”) Garden ࡚
ᇨႼ. The garden originally belonged to Ma Sui ್ᛛ (726–795), a general who distinguished himself in suppressing the revolts of 781–785.
After Ma Sui died, the eunuchs cajoled his son into handing over the
family house and grounds to the emperor. 111 Arthur Waley has noted
that the garden was often used by ninth-century poets as “a symbol of
the transitoriness of worldly possessions and glory.” 112 The elegies on
Pingquan Villa in the second half of the ninth century, on the other
hand, appear to be much more closely bound with the authors’ political sympathies.

QTS 448, p. 5046.
Note the similarity between the first couplet here and the first couplet in Liu Yuxi’s
poem just quoted.
111 JTS 143, p. 3701; XTS 155, p. 4890.
112 The Life and Works of Po Chü-i (London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1949), p. 17.
Tang poems with Fengcheng Garden as a main topic include Dou Mou ᤀ( ۋ749–822),
“Fengchengyuan wen di” ࡚ᇨႼፊย (QTS 271, p. 3039); Chang Dang ዃᅝ (js. 773), “Chunri
guo Fengchengyuan” ਞֲመ࡚ᇨႼ (QTS 287, p. 3284); Yuan Zhen, “Fengchengyuan” ࡚ᇨ
Ⴜ (QTS 411, p. 4564). Poems with references to (but not on the topic of ) Fengcheng Garden
include Bai Juyi, “Shang zhai” ႞ڛ, one of a series of ten poems entitled “Qinzhong yin shi
shou” խܷԼଈ (QTS 425, p. 4675); “Xing wei liang” ޖᆓ (QTS 427, p. 4707); Yuan Zhen,
“Qianxing shi shou” ᘋԼଈ (no. 2) (QTS 398, p. 4467); Du Mu ޙड (803–853), “Guo Tianjiazhai” መض୮( ڛQTS 521, p. 5961); Xue Feng ນ (fl. 853), “Jun bujian” ܩլߠ (QTS 548,
p. 6319). In discussing Bai Juyi’s “Xing wei liang,” Chen Yinke ຫഫਅ cited many examples
of allusions to Ma Sui’s mansion in Tang poetry; see his Yuan Bai shi jianzheng gao ցػᇣጧ
ᢞᒚ (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1978), pp. 274–78.
109
110
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PINGQUAN THROUGH THE CRITICAL LENSES OF THE SONG

Starting with Ouyang Xiu’s ᑛၺଥ (1007–1072) generation in
the Song, Li Deyu’s reputation as a garden master and a collector
became increasingly problematic. For ease of presentation, critical
pronouncements in this regard can be classified according to the occasions on which they were uttered. Roughly, the occasions are 1. tours
of Pingquan, 2. reading Li Deyu’s writings on his villa, 3. celebrating
the retirement of an eminent official, and 4. commemorating rocks as
an aesthetic object. In the first two cases, Li Deyu and his Pingquan
garden are the main topic; in the second two, they are invoked as a
negative example either to set off the wisdom of a retiring official or
to sound a cautionary note about rock collecting.
Of the first category of critical pronouncements, Wen Yanbo’s ֮
৯໑ (1006–1097) “Written after I Toured Pingquan” ཾؓੈ ܂can be
cited as an example:
ԫ↝ࣄᄻ
ছཛ᎖ઌ୮
ᙊഗઃر
ࡸֵײᄿដ
࣏ࣟڌ՞ኀ
ఎຑՂᄥ߫
ឈճᛜಯឆ
܍آດᎌڏ
ࠃڕଆ຺
़ࣥᕳᑈᕛ
៱ྤؓۃᏕ

Where a slanting stream embraces the foot of
the mountain
Lies the home of the grand councilor of the
previous dynasty.
On the old site there is nothing but rubble;
Only ancient trees remain in mists and clouds.
In the past, he had a villa in East Mountain,
But he was too attached to his coach to the
palace.
Although he built it for his retirement and
reclusion,
He could not help pursuing profligacy and
extravagance.
Things of the past are like birds flying by;
In the empty woods crows are cawing at dusk.
By the leveled pond, there is no phoenix from
olden times; 113

113 Wen Yanbo is probably making an oblique allusion to Phoenix Pond (fengchi Ꮥۃ, or
fenghuangchi Ꮥ೩)ۃ. Originally referring to ponds and pools in the imperial park, the term
became, from the Wei onward, a synonym with the secretariat խઊ, because the secretariat
was usually headed by those enjoying the favor of the emperor; see Du You ޙ۹ (735–812),
Tongdian ຏࠢ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1988) 21, p. 561. When he received congratulations
for his appointment to the director of the Department of State Affairs ࡸח, Xun Xu ಃට (d.
289), who had been the secretariat supervisor խ, growled: “They took away my Phoenix Pond. What are you congratulating me for?” (JS 39, p. 1157). During the Tang, Phoenix
Pond came to refer to the position of the grand councilor, because the latter was also known
as jointly managing affairs with the secretariat-chancellery (a position once occupied by Li
Deyu); it also became a cliché synonym for gardens of high officials.
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ᡏޥྲྀڶ
ມ଼ྫ౨ᎅ
ᖱٍ֛٥Ⴋ
۟վفՀ
ڍ९क़

On the broken dike, only sand remains.
Rustic oldsters can still tell stories;
Woodcutters all sigh in lamentation.
Up to this day, under the cliffs,
Many crape myrtle flowers are still blossoming. 114

When touring Pingquan in its original splendor, poets in the second half of the ninth century such as Wang Zun and Luo Ye had lamented the unjust exile of Li Deyu. Sightseers in the Song would find
a different landscape as they faced the ruins of the villa; their attention
would naturally turn to the contrast between the permanence of nature
and the transitoriness of human artifice. Also typical of Song poems
on Pingquan is Wen Yanbo’s disparagement of Li Deyu for building a
retreat without retreating to it (as a result of his attachment to “to his
coach to the palace”).
In Sima Guang’s “Touring the Pingquan Villa of Duke Li of Wei”
ሏޕᓡֆؓੈ๗, 115 the wreckage of the villa turned into an objective
correlative for the illusiveness of Li Deyu’s erstwhile supreme power:
ઌഏբ۶ڇ
Where is the minister of state now?
़՞塒ਚࣥ
The old grove remains in the empty mountain.
⸺ழज֫
Once upon a time, his power was scorching;
վֲ܀႞֨
Nowadays, one can only feel heart-broken.
ສߣࡸޏآ
Cliffs and valleys have not yet changed; 116
॰ឃլױ༈
Gates and fences are nowhere to be found.
ᓴव㽞ཟچ
Who would have known that this thistle-covered ground
ᦊ።៱ګອ
Was once shaded by crane-canopies?
As Pingquan had become essentially a waste land, excursions to it
were no longer frequent in the Song. 117 Instead, Li Deyu’s writings on
Pingquan seem to have provided more stimulation. In a colophon to
the “Record of Plants and Trees of My Mountain Villa at Pingquan,”
114 Quan Songshi ٤ݚᇣ, compiled by Beijing daxue guwenxian yanjiusuo ࠇקՕᖂ֮ײ
ઔߒࢬ (Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 1991–98; hereafter, cited as QSS) 274, pp. 3502–
3. In a note to the last line, Wen Yanbo explained that none of the flowers and trees from Li
Deyu’s villa remained, although there were plenty of myrtle flowers blossoming in the valley
under the cliffs; he wondered if those were left over from the old times.
115 QSS 507, p. 6173.
116 This alludes to the last sentence of Li Deyu’s “Exhortation to My Children and Grandchildren about the Mountain Villa at Pingquan” (quoted above): “Only when cliffs turn into deep
valleys and valleys turn into ridges can you let go of the villa.”
117 One suspects that Wen Yanbo and Sima Guang visited Pingquan only because they
had much leisure time after they were driven out of court in the wake of Wang Anshi’s ڜ׆
( ف1021–86) reform programs and settled in Luoyang.
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Ouyang Xiu commented caustically on Li Deyu’s possessive desire
and obsessive collection: “Deyu was in a wealthy and noble position,
gathering much power, and yet his heart was greedy and his passion
for curiosities could never be satisfied so that he exhausted his spirit
on trees and plants. That was the cause of his failure. In his exhortation to his children and grandchildren, he said, ‘Anyone who damages
one single tree or one single plant will be disowned.’ That was close
to being foolish.” 118
Whereas Ouyang Xiu derided Li Deyu’s possessiveness, Wen
Yanbo, in a set of three poems entitled “Reading Once Again ‘Record
of Flowers and Trees at Pingquan’” Ծᦰؓੈक़ֵಖ, 119 stressed his failure to withdraw from court in a timely fashion. The series may be read
as an elaboration of the points Wen Yanbo made in the poem written
after he toured Pingquan.
No. 1
ᖵᥦؓੈಖ
֮墌ࢤેഝ
ڕ۶ْՂኀ
ڍਢֲতक़
ભᓌઃ࡛ᖫ
堚ख़൜ฆᇁ
ڜवޕฐ
լ֗வֆ୮

No. 2
ێᖫᛩॹ⤽
ᑔسጘᄿ

Reading through “Record of Pingquan,”
I found Wenrao too indulgent in extravagance.
How is it that his villa on the Yi River
Was filled with flowers from Rinan?
Forming fine shades were all strange trees;
Emitting clear fragrance were nothing but odd
flowers.
How could he know that his blossoming peach
and plum
Could not stack up against the house of Duke
Jin?
Bamboo and trees circled blue crags;
From among towers and terraces rose green
mists.

118 Ouyang Xiu, “Tang Li Deyu Pingquan caomu ji ba” ାޕᐚᇛؓੈ౻ֵಖၐ, Quan Song wen
٤֮ݚ, compiled by Sichuan daxue guji zhengli yanjiusuo ՟Օᖂײᤄᖞઔߒࢬ (Chengdu: Bashu shushe, 1988–), vol. 17, j. 727, p. 657. In later centuries, it became customary in
commemorative writings on gardens or buildings to ridicule, à la Ouyang Xiu, the vanity of
Li Deyu’s charge to his children; see, e.g, Yue Zheng ࢂ( إ1418–72), “Xishentang ji” ۫
ഘಖ, Leibo gao ᣊ໑ᒚ (SKQS edn.) 7, pp. 1a–2a; Wu Kuan ܦᐈ (1435–1504), “Zhanzhutang ji” ៓ێഘಖ, Jiacang ji ୮៲ႃ (SKQS edn.) 37, pp. 18b–19a. Land donation would be
praised as an antidote to the kind of possessiveness exhibited by Li Deyu; see, for example,
Lu Wengui ຬ֮( ڈ1256–1340), “Lu Luwang citang shetian ji” ຬᕙඨరഘඍضಖ, Qiangdong
leigao ᛥࣟᣊᒚ (SKQS edn.) 7, pp. 16b–17b; “Zijingguan shetian ji” ᇷᄃᨠඍضಖ, Qiangdong
leigao 8, pp. 24a–25a.
119 QSS 274, p. 3503.
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ੴ࡛ᒡ௧
ནွগԿ՟
Ղ᤻ڎ١ֲ
֜ࡉូഏڣ
ڼழ౨টಯ
ᚨሑੈؓ۔

No. 3
ܠᨠ֜ޕര
ࢬ؈ڇᇥᦞ
ټሑլवಯ
ፏࣔ൫۞ᄾ
ึߪ᧐ဎิ
۶ֲࠩؓੈ
ஈڶ৸ូრ
ዚᇣઆۍᒧ

Those treasures and rarities came from all
four oceans;
Their shapes and forms were the best of Three
Rivers. 120
On the day when he suppressed the violence
in Shangdang,
In the year when he returned to the capital in
the Taihe reign —
If he had been able to withdraw in glory at
such times,
He would have spent his old age at Pingquan.
The way I look at Defender-in-chief Li,
His failure lay in his indulgence in power.
Not realizing he should retire when his fame
was achieved,
Letting bright candles of orchid-perfumed fat
burn all by themselves. 121
Throughout his life, he was attached to office;
When did he ever come to Pingquan?
In vain did he harbor thoughts of returning,
And write more than one hundred poems.

Incorporating a line in the satirical couplet from the Tang as recorded by Kang Pian, the first poem indicts Li Deyu for the corruption
involved in his extravagant collection of marvelous objects. It is the reference to Pei Du (namely, Duke Jin) at the end of the poem, however,
that sets the thematic thread of the entire series. Pei Du had two gardens
in Luoyang. One was in the Jixian ႃᔃ ward, built in 834. With its artificial mountains and ponds, bamboo groves and trees, pavilions and
gazebos, bridges connecting waterside arbors, and islets spreading all
around, it was the greatest among the gardens in Luoyang and became
a center for social gatherings among the city’s elite. 122 Pei Du’s second
120 The Three Rivers commandery was established in the Qin and renamed Henan in the
Han, Luoyang being its seat. The ancient name is used here to form parallelism with “four
oceans” in the previous line.
121 The phrase “bright candles of orchid-perfumed fat” came from “Zhaohun” ࢵᏒ, attributed to Song Yu دݚ. The speaker in the poem tries to call back the wandering soul of a
dead king by describing the horrors out there and the attractions in his palace, where “bright
candles of orchid-perfumed fat ᥞፏࣔᛠ” shine on the faces of pretty maidens; Wenxuan 33,
p. 1514. The idea is that Li Deyu wasted the beautiful scenery in his garden.
122 There were eight scenic spots in Pei Du’s Jixian garden whose names were mentioned
in Bai Juyi’s “Pei shizhong Jingong yi Jixian linting jishi shi ershiliu yun jianzeng weimeng
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garden, built a year later, was even more famous. After purchasing a
magnificent mansion once owned by Li Guinian ޕᚋڣ, a favorite musician at the court of the emperor Xuanzong ( ࡲخr. 712–756), Pei Du
had it removed from its original site in the Tongyuan ຏ ward in the
northeast corner of Luoyang to Wuqiao ֑ᖯ, just south of Dingding
Gate ࡳቓ॰ and named it Green Meadow Hall ጸມഘ. 123 He spent his
last years in his Luoyang gardens and thereby became an exemplar
of opportune retirement. In Song poetry, Pingquan Villa and Green
Meadow Hall were routinely mentioned together as a synonym for
beautiful gardens; they were also, as in the case of Wen Yanbo’s poem,
paired to represent two different personality types, in terms of the ability to retire to one’s garden after a highly successful career. 124
The second of Wen Yanbo’s series repeats the charge of extravagance against Li Deyu and suggests that he should have retired at the
peak of his success. The third poem takes him to task particularly for
his absenteeism caused by his “indulgence in power.” His perennial
absenteeism is satirically juxtaposed with his numerous poems remembering Pingquan Villa. 125
Wen Tong’s ֮( ٵ1018–1079) “Colophon to the Transcription of
‘Record of Plants and Trees at Pingquan,’ Two Poems” ؓੈ౻ֵಖ৵
Բଈ shared much with Wen Yanbo’s series but also developed in new
directions. 126
Number 1
ᓡֆᅝഏֲ
Ժፖ֚݁چ
ؓੈཬ౻ֵ

When Duke Wei ruled the country,
His power equaled that of heaven and earth.
Cultivating trees and plants at Pingquan,

zhenghe caizhuo cifan zhe guangwei wubai yan yi shen chouxian” ፶ࠊխவֆאႃᔃࣥॼܛ
ࠃᇣԿԼքᣉߠᢤྫྷ፞ᐛࡉթࢿဲ᎗ᐖնۼאߢۍሟ (QTS 452, p. 5117).
123 See Zheng Chuhui ᔤᎇ (d. 867), Minghuang zalu ࣔᠧᙕ (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1994) 2, p. 27. The renown of Pei Du’s Jixian mansion and Green Meadow Hall was such that
it even aroused the curiosity, if not the jealousy, of the emperor Wenzong ֮ࡲ (r. 827–41), who,
whenever he met someone returning from Luoyang to Changan, would ask, “Did you see Pei Du
there?” ( JTS 170, p. 4432). The account in XTS (173, p. 5218) suggests that the emperor was
more interested in Pei Du’s well-being than in his gardens, for he still entertained the hope of
employing Pei Du despite his old age.
124 For all we know, Green Meadow Hall was every bit as extravagant and labor intensive as Pingquan; what saved Pei Du from the criticisms of Song writers was his timely retirement.
125 See also Ouyang Xiu, “Tang Li Wenrao Pingquan shanju shi ba” ା֮ޕ墌ؓੈ՞ࡺ
ᇣၐ, Quan Songwen, vol. 17, j. 727, p. 658. For a more sympathetic treatment of Li Deyu’s
avowal to retire in the model of Yang Hu, see Mei Yaochen ම( 1002–60), “Yi yun he
Diao Jingchen du Li Weigong Pingquan shanju shibei you gan” ࠉᣉࡉԹᆖޕᦰᓡֆؓੈ
՞ࡺᇣᅾڶტ (QSS 242, p. 809).
126 QSS 434, p. 5323.
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࠷ጐֱਞ
௧ᚣؘ
ٍ౨ݰ壀
ױూߪܐآ
բፊ᥆הԳ

Number 2
ֆಡլᜣࣔ
Ⴐړԯڼڕ
ૉॺߏא塆
ਢढַ۟ڜ
ીृ۶Գ
ࡳॺጤᑥՓ
౻ֵࡐ㻽ቺ
ᝲآึټբ

He acquired spring scenery from all corners.
He had to have them all, from the Eastern Sea
to Tai Mountain,
Able to command even ghosts and spirits.
How laughable that before his body turned
cold,
It was said that they already belonged to others.
Not that His Lordship was not intelligent,
But that his addiction led him to this.
Had he not been enticed by his selfishness,
How could these things have got here?
Who were those that got them here? —
Surely they were no upright and pure gentlemen.
The trees and plants have certainly turned
into dust,
But his infamy has not yet ended.

The moral criticism of Li Deyu’s collecting harks back to the
anonymous Tang couplet recorded by Kang Pian and echoed by Wen
Yanbo, 127 but Wen Tong introduced two new elements. In the first
poem, the completeness of Li Deyu’s collection is juxtaposed with its
disintegration “before his body turned cold.” 128 Li Deyu’s seemingly
supreme power turned out to be illusory, offering no guarantee for the
permanence of his possessions. In the second poem, Wen Tong highlighted the philosophical ramification of Li Deyu’s “addiction,” which
transformed an otherwise “intelligent” man into a maniac, falling prey
to his selfish desire and opening the gate to corruption. 129
Eventually, critical reflections on Li Deyu’s writings on Pingquan
lost much of their moral edge and became increasingly philosophical.
Jiang Teli’s ৌ( مb. 1125) “What Came to My Mind After I Read

127 Yet another example of Song criticism of Li Deyu inspired by the Tang couplet is Hong
Shi ੋ⃰ (1117–84), “Shancha” ՞ಁ, in “Panzhou za yun” ᒌᠧᣉ (QSS 2028, p. 23494).
128 The Pingquan garden actually lasted longer than Wen Tong’s poetic hyperbole would
have us believe. About half a century after Li Deyu’s death, the garden was obviously still in
relatively good condition, when Li Jingyi tried to get back his grandfather’s beloved Rock for
Sobering from Intoxication.
129 In “Gu xiang Jiashi ju” ਚઌᇸּࡺ (QSS 3631, p. 43487), Lin Jingxi ࣥནዺ (1243–1311)
described Jia Sidao’s 凳ۿሐ (1213–75) mansion in similar terms and compared its flowers and
rocks to those of Pingquan Villa. The poem (with a different title and some textual variants) is
also attributed to Lin Jingxi’s friend Huang Geng 㹂ࢊ in QSS 3653, p. 43548.
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Duke Zanhuang’s ‘Record of Plants and Trees at Pingquan” ڂᨠᢥ
ؓੈ౻ֵಖڶტʳexemplifies this more contemplative tone: 130
ؓੈ౻ֵ᙮ฝ Trees and plants at Pingquan have had different owners constantly,
۫ᏀႼۃ༓ངԳ How many times has this Luoyang garden
changed hands?
ނ܀ଅक़ᨠ Just look upon the world as flowers in the
wind;
๕ല८فᎁ ߪܠDon’t identify yourself with metal and stone.
In poems that celebrate an official’s retired life in gardens, or
buildings located in gardens, Song writers often invoked Li Deyu as a
negative example, so that the official might appear all the more wise. 131
Illustrative of this third category of critical remarks on Pingquan is Li
Bing’s ޕᴪ (1085–1146) “A Poem on Hall of Retirement in Old Age of
the Loyal and Respectful Duke Lü [Yihao] of Chengguo, Grand Councilor of the Jianyan Reign” ৬ङنઌګഏ࢘ܨᗪֆಯ۔ഘᇣ, 132 which
paired Pei Du and Li Deyu in a manner similar to what we have seen
in the first of Wen Yanbo’s series:
வֆٕধી֜ؓ Duke Jin campaigned against the rebels and
brought about peace;
ូࠐጸມႧᆖᛜ Then he retired to build his Green Meadow
Hall with zest.
ާլ༚ᆖᛎრ Having withdrawn, he no longer thought
about ordering the world;
ඡᆏޓ㻽Գࢬေ Yet his integrity in old age has been admired
all the more.
֮墌۸ࣳ࠷ࣾ Wenrao helped the emperor Wuzong to take
Heshuo;
ؓੈ౻ֵᢅ堚 In his Pingquan garden were lined up the
finest trees and plants.
آګפቫԫ༅ ؾAt those he did not get to take a single look
after his success,
㟉܂فಖ़ႚ ټInscribing on stones and composing records to
pass on their names in vain.

QSS 2141, p. 24155.
There are, of course, cases where Pingquan was mentioned as a compliment to prominent officials in their gardens; see, for example, Zu Wuze లྤᖗ (1010–85) “Ti shangshu Yu
Xianggong xiyuan “ᠲࡸ܇ᝊֆ۫Ⴜ (QSS 359, p. 4432); Dai Xu ᚮை (js. 1208), “Shang
chengxiang shou” Ղنઌኂ (QSS 2945, p. 35100); Cheng Gongxu ࿓ֆ (js. 1201), “Song
pinggzhang jiejizheng yi baoning zhi jie rong huan lidi” ಬؓີᇞᖲਙאঅኑհᆏዊᝫߺร
(QSS 2987, p. 35532).
132 QSS 1646, p. 18435.
130
131
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As did Wen Yanbo, Li Bing contrasted Pei Du and Li Deyu in terms of
success or failure in actually retiring to their gardens. The poem goes on
to heap extravagant praise on Lü Yihao ܨᙲ௯ (1071–1139) for surpassing Pei Du and Li Deyu in both public service and private life. 133
Pei Du was not the only person favorably contrasted with Li Deyu
as a garden master. In “On the Pavilion in the Garden of Director Yan
on the East Bank of the Li River” ᠲᙝխᄼֽࣟఙႼॼ, 134 Lu You ຬ
ཾ (1125–1209) set Li Deyu side by side with Bai Juyi:
ᑗ֚Լڣᐌሐ ڛLetian lived ten years at his Lüdao house;
ᢥԫՔؓੈ๗ Zanhuang spent one evening at his Pingquan
villa.
From 827 until his death in 846, Bai Juyi lived for seventeen leisurely
years in his garden in the Lüdao ward of Luoyang. In numerous poems, he celebrated his ability actually to live in and enjoy his garden,
in contrast to so many other absentee garden owners in Luoyang. 135
The fourth category of critical comments on Li Deyu may be
termed lithic discourse, in which the vanity of rock collecting is a major theme. Li Deyu, as we have mentioned, gathered fantastic rocks
for his Pingquan garden from various regions of the country and in the
process we saw something that bordered on pathological obsession.
The dramatic dispersal of these rocks after his death became a sobering reminder about the impermanence of human collections. After Su
Shi ᤕሊ (1037–1101) obtained a rock with natural patterns that looked
like snow waves, he named it Snow Waves Rock ຳ فand wrote two
poems with that title. 136 In the first poem, he described how the sight
of the rock reminded him of the topography of his native land and provided relief from his constant homesickness. The first part of the second
poem continues his expression of joy at getting the rock. A critical turn
of thought appears in the second part:
133 About thirty contemporary poets wrote celebratory verses on Lü Yihao’s hall; at least
three of them made similar references to Green Meadow Hall and Pingquan Villa, i.e., Li
Zhengmin ( اإޕjs. 1112), “Tuilaotang” ಯ۔ഘ (QSS 1539, p. 17471); Li Chuquan ޕᦞ
(d. 1155), “Tuilaotang” ಯ۔ഘ (QSS 1830, p. 20384); Xu Gongyu ஊֆᇛ (fl. 1127), “Jianyan
chengxiang Chengguo Lü Zhongmu gong Tuilaotang” ৬ङنઌګഏ࢘ܨᗪֆಯ۔ഘ (QSS
1869, p. 20905). For a poem on a different hall but with a similar reference to Li Deyu, see
Wang Zao ޫᤏ (1079–1154), “Jinxintang wei Zhang chengxiang ti” ጐ֨ഘ്نઌᠲ (QSS
1437, p. 16555).
134 QSS 2254, p. 24251.
135 In the first of his two poems entitled “Shushi mingnuan zhongri posuo qi jian juan ze fu
zhang zhi xiaoyuan xi zuo changju er shou” ࣔᄊึֲധଢ଼ࠡၴଐঞ۟ޚݿ՛Ⴜᚭ܂९
Բଈ (QSS 2184, p. 24822), Lu You contrasted himself favorably with Li Deyu: “I love my cottage and get to sleep here peacefully ܠფܠᡔڜ㪚, / And laugh at the one whose thoughts
constantly turned to Pingquan ూԳ৸Ⰷᖋؓੈ.”
136 QSS 820, p. 9490.
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ᐌሐᨼۃឈױી For sure, they could be brought to the pond in
the Lüdao house, 137
د՟࠴چૉ گMaster Jade River took everything as if sweeping the land. 138
ၺੈفվᓴ But who are the owners of springs and rocks
in Luoyang today? —
๕ᖂᡴԳޕፖׄ Don’t follow the examples of madmen like Li
and Niu.
The “madmen Li and Niu” are Li Deyu and Niu Sengru ׄቖ (780–
848), two of the best known petrophiles of Tang times. 139 In celebrating
his Snow Wave Rock, Su Shi, a passionate rock-lover, administered a
dose of self-admonition against the extreme attachment to things outside oneself.

It was common for Song poets to cite Li Deyu and Niu Sengru
together in the cautionary discourse against obsessing over external
objects. When Yang Zai ᄘ୬ obtained a rock that was believed to be
a leftover from the infamous Fleet of Flowers and Rocks क़فጼ, he
wrote a commemorative poem. His friend Chen Zao ຫທ (1133–1203)
wrote two poems in the same rhyming scheme. In the second one, titled
“Another Poem to Rhyme with Yang Zai’s” ٦ڻᣉᄘ୬, 140 Chen Zao
137 This refers to Bai Juyi’s house in the Lüdao ward of Luoyang; Bai was a well known
petrophile.
138 The reference is to “Ke xie jing” ড়մ, in “Xiaozhai ersan zi zengda shi ershi shou” ᘕ
ڛԲԿᢤᇣԲԼଈ (QTS 387, p. 4375) by Lu Tong ᗝᩭ (775?-835), whose sobriquet was
Master Jade River د՟. In the preface to the series (QTS 387, p. 4373), Lu Tong describes
the circumstances of this set. While he was traveling in Yangzhou, he stayed at the house of
Xiao Qingzhong ᘕᐜխ. Xiao was about to move to Luoyang and wanted to sell his house.
Before he could sell it, Xiao went away on business. As Lu Tong was also about to leave for
Luoyang, he went to say good-bye to the “two or three gentleman” under the steps, who turned
out to be three or four rocks, a bamboo grove, a well, some iris plants, and some frogs. All of
those “gentlemen” wanted to follow Lu Tong to Luoyang lest they fall into the hands of strangers. Each presented its case to Lu Tong. In his response to the request by the well, Lu Tong
expressed his fear that the “vicious people of Yangzhou” would accuse him of “sweeping the
land” should he take the well with him.
139 Niu Sengru’s large collection of rocks in his Luoyang garden was described by Bai Juyi
in “Taihu shi ji” ֜ྋفಖ; for a discussion, see Yang, Metamorphosis, pp. 108–15. According
to Li Deyu’s “Record of Plants and Trees of My Mountain Villa at Pingquan,” his rock collection was unmatched in its completeness. Among the specimens of rare rocks were those
gathered from Riguan, Zhenze, Wuling, Luofu, Guishui, Yantuan, Lufu, and Louze. These, he
proudly declared, could not be found in any other gardens in Luoyang except in his Pingquan
Villa. Song writers found it intriguing that the two bitter political rivals shared a petromaniac
passion. As Shao Bo ३໑ (d. 1158) observed in Shaoshi wenjian houlu ३ּፊߠ৵ᙕ (Beijing:
Zhonghua shuju, 1983) 27, p. 212: “Niu Sengru and Li Deyu were enemies and could not work
together at court, but they shared much in common in their hobbies. Nowadays, among the
rocks in the gardens of lords and ministers in Luoyang, those with the inscription ‘Qizhang’
used to belong to Sengru, and those with ‘Pingquan’ to Deyu.” For a similar remark, see Lu
You, “Jiti Li Jizhang shilang Shilintang” ബᠲࣥفࠊີࡱޕഘ (QSS 2215, p. 25376).
140 QSS 2430, p. 28075.
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ridiculed Niu Sengru and Li Deyu for their petromania and advised
Yang Zai to enjoy things without being caught up in them سႊनढլ
ੌढ. 141
A similar note of caution is sounded in Wang Zhi’s ( ׆12th c.)
“Li Zhonggao’s Hall of ‘Gentleman Rock’” ٘ޕܩفഘ. 142 The subject
here is a specimen of the famous Lake Tai rocks. It was said to have
been an object in the lavish Xuanhua Garden ဎ built by Wang
Yan ׆ (901–926), a young and decadent ruler of the state of Former
Shu. Eventually, it fell into the hands of the Li family and was given the
name Gentleman Rock, with a hall reserved in its honor. Powerful eunuchs came and used a combination of intimidation and cajolement to
try to take it away, but for love or money its owner would not part with
it, because it was a treasure passed down from his ancestors. Although
Wang Zhi was impressed with such devotion (ostensibly grounded in
filial piety), he could not help commenting on its futility as his thoughts
turned to what happened to Li Deyu’s collection:
ᄎ࣑نઌԯల The councilor-in-chief of the Huichang reign
is your ancient ancestor;
Ⴐڶڌړᄿដ៎ Among his lifetime addictions was an obsession with mists and clouds.
ؓੈ՞ࡺבኄუ His mountain villa at Pingquan was consigned
to his dreams;
فՂ़ࠥڗᅃֲ The sun shone upon the inscriptions on his
rocks in vain.
ڹഺ壄෯ឈ ױAlthough Zhuya looked radiant and formidable, 143
ၺᆢ࿋ඝ ؞ךLuoyang was soon filled with bands of robbers.

141 For similar references to Li Deyu and Niu Sengru in the same breath, see Ao Taosun
ඐຯ୪ (js., 1199), “Ciyun Chen Jingzhai jiutuan tipin shanzhai shu shi zhi zuo” ڻ䃟ຫནស
िᠲ ՞សᑇفհ( ܂in QSS 2711, p. 31892); Wu Yong ( ࣺܦjs. 1208), “You Da Linglong
Xiao Linglong” ሏՕੳ՛ੳ (QSS 2941, p. 35049); Liu Kezhuang Ꮵ܌๗ (1187–1269),
“San yue ershiwu ri yin Fang jiaoshu yuan shi jue” ԿִԲԼնֲ堬ֱீႼԼ (no. 7) (QSS
3045, p. 36322); Monk Shanzhen ੴ (1194–1277), “Song Xu Guolu shou Yingde” ಬஊഏ
ᙕښᐚ (QSS 3150, p. 37775).
142 QSS 2066, p. 23299.
143 Zhuya was the ancient name for Yazhou. Because Li Deyu died in exile there, he was
often referred to as Li Zhuya. The allusion here is to the following story. After Li Deyu died,
he appeared in Linghu Tao’s חध⩦ (802–79) dream and asked Linghu to plead on his behalf
with the emperor so that he could be buried in Luoyang. Linghu consulted with his son, who
objected on the grounds that those wielding power at court all had a grudge against Li Deyu.
Then Linghu saw Li in his dream again; this time he was truly frightened, saying, “Duke Wei
looked radiant and formidable 壄෯ױ. If I do not speak out on his behalf, disaster will fall
upon me.” Thereafter, he complied with Li’s request (XTS 150, p. 5341).
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ਚव৩ಡ࣐অ Thus we know hidden treasures are hard to
keep,
֚ֆٻۿԳၴ൦ The Lord of Heaven seems too stingy to grant
them to humans. 144

There is an intriguing irony in the predominantly negative portrayal of Li Deyu in relation to his Pingquan Villa during the Song, for
the rise of such negativity in Ouyang Xiu’s generation coincides with
the firm establishment of Li Deyu’s status as an accomplished statesman
of the late Tang. 145 This split between Li Deyu the public official and
Li Deyu the private person is a far cry from the representations by his
contemporaries, such as Liu Yuxi and Pei Lin. Some of the criticisms
in the Song, especially those focusing on the extravagances of Pingquan
Villa and the complications of corruption, were an inheritance from the
Tang, as exemplified in the couplet quoted by Kang Pian. (The moral
disapproval of extravagance and excess has a long-standing tradition
in garden discourse in general.)
Sometimes, as with the satire of Li Deyu’s absenteeism in conjunction with his failure to retire to his villa in a timely manner, the case
is somewhat more complicated. In the narrow terms of direct representations of Pingquan Villa, such a satire, whether in the context of
commenting on Li Deyu’s own writings or celebrating the retirement
of a high-ranking official, may appear original with the Song. At the
same time, however, we should keep in mind that absenteeism, as
mentioned before, had already become a major theme in Tang garden
poems since the early-ninth century. Viewed in the broad tradition of
garden discourse, therefore, the Song satire of Li Deyu’s absenteeism
contains little that was new.
Criticism of Li Deyu as a rock-lover in the Song presents a similar
case of complexity. In the early decades of the ninth century, when petrophilia first emerged as a wide-spread phenomenon, there was already
anxiety about the (ab)use of human labor in transporting gigantic rocks
from their indigenous locales (often in the south) to the artificially constructed space of private gardens (often in the north). In the late-ninth
century, such anxiety erupted into explicit condemnations. At a time
of devastating social turmoil, the fad was perceived as an indication of
144 For another poem on this rock in a more positive tone (with a reference to Niu Sengru
rather than Li Deyu), see Sun Songshou ୪࣪ኂ (js. 1176), “Fu Chengdu Bijifang Lishi Shijun”
ᓿګຟጘᠪܽ( ܩفּޕQSS 2014, p. 22574).
145 Li Deyu’s biography in XTS 17, pp. 5327–44, says nothing about Pingquan Villa or his
private life except one reference to his aversion to sensual pleasures such as wine, music, or
women. This contrasts with the fairly detailed and decisively positive description of Pingquan
in Li Deyu’s biography in JTS 174, p. 4528,
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the lack of moral conscience on the part of the ruling class, incompatible with the proper socio-political order. While inheriting the moral
consciousness of Tang poets, Song literati deepened their critique of
petrophilia philosophically. Ironically, many of the most eloquent critics of Li Deyu’s petrophilia in the Song, including Ouyang Xiu, Su Shi,
and Wen Tong, were passionate rock fanciers themselves. 146 As they
grappled with such issues as obsession and possessiveness, those rocklovers found in Li Deyu’s life a cautionary tale. Their negative pronouncements reflect as much their concerns about their own private
lives as their view of Li Deyu’s personality.

146 For a detailed treatment of petrophilia among the Chinese literati in the Tang-Song period, see Yang, Metamorphosis, pp. 91–148.
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Appendix: Translation of “Exhortation to My Children and
Grandchildren about the Mountain Villa at Pingquan”
When I began to build the villa at Pingquan, I was carrying out a plan that
I had made a long time before. I was away from home for fourteen years while
waiting upon my late father, the grand preceptor ennobled as Loyal and Exemplary Duke.147 During those years, we climbed Kuiji Mountain, explored the
Cave of Yu,148 traversed the rivers and lakes of Chu, ascended Wu Mountain,
toured the Yuan and Xiang Rivers, and took in views of Heng and Qiao Mountains.149 Whenever my late father tied his boat to enjoy the clear prospect, his
mood would be stirred; his melancholic thoughts would extend far away, and he
would look in the direction of the Yi River. Once he wrote a poem:150
From the southern peak of Longmen spreads the Yi River plain;
Its plants and trees, and people’s homes exist in front of my eyes.
As pears and jujubes ripen in the northern prefecture,
In an autumn dream, my soul reaches a suburban garden there. 151
Moved by the poem, I made up my mind to retire to the Yi and Luo Rivers.
While serving as prefect of Jinling, I obtained the old residence of Recluse
Qiao west of Longmen Mountain. At the end of the Tianbao reign (742 –56 ),
the recluse fled this place to roam afar. It was overgrown with trees and grasses.
However, among the small peaks of Shouyang Mountain, there were still vetches
and ferns;152 along the old path of Shanyang, there remained bamboos.153 Thereupon wild brambles and shrubs were cut down; foxes and jackals were driven
away. A house like that of Master Ban began to be built;154 the tract was gradually shaped like that of Oldster Ying.155 Then I obtained some precious plants
147 The honorific title of Loyal and Exemplary Duke ࢘ᦜֆ was granted posthumously to
Li Jifu; see JTS 148, p. 3997; and XTS 146, p. 4743.
148 The Cave of Yu was on Kuiji Mountain. The Great Yu is said to have been buried there;
see Shiji 130, p. 3294.
149 Li Deyu is imitating Sima Qian’s description of his travel experience as a young man:
“At twenty, I traveled in the area between the Yangzi and Hui Rivers, climbed Kuiji Mountain, explored the Cave of Yu, delved into Nine Peak Mountain, and floated on the Yuan and
Xiang Rivers” (Shiji 130, p. 3293).
150 The poem is given the title “Huai Yichuan fu” ᡖْ՟ᓿ in QTS 317, p. 3581.
151 Starting with Li Qiyun, the Li family had a residence in Luoyang; see Fu, Li Deyu nianpu, p. 4. Unfortunately, no information is available on the exact location of this residence or
what happened to it.
152 Out of loyalty to the Shang, Bo Yi  ڎ܄and Shu Qi ࠸Ꮨ fled to Shouyang Mountain
and, refusing to eat the grain of the newly established Zhou dynasty, they lived on ferns and
eventually died of starvation; see Shiji 61, pp. 2122–13.
153 When Ji Kang །ൈ (223–62) lived in Shanyang, he befriended six other famous literati of the time. They would often saunter in bamboo groves and became known as the Seven
Worthies of the Bamboo Grove ࣥێԮᔃ; see JS 49, p. 1370.
154 In “Youtong fu” ৩ຏᓿ, Ban Gu ఄࡐ (32–92) wrote of his father who was able to survive
the chaotic times of the late Western Han: “He succeeded in self-preservation and left us with
this principle: reside where ultimate benevolence lodges” ึঅաۖ၂ঞօ, ߺՂոհࢬᡔ; see
Wenxuan 14, p. 636. The term “house of Master Ban” refers to the idea that one values the attainment of benevolence (ren ո) rather than physical magnificence in building a residence.
155 Oldster Ying is Ying Ju ᚨᛨ (190–252). In a letter to Cheng Wenxin ࿓֮ॾ, he spoke
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and fantastic rocks from Jiangnan, which were set up in the courtyard. Thereby
the lifelong desire of my heart was satisfied.
I once observed that one honors the Way in deciding whether to take up office
or stay in reclusion; one honors the times in deciding whether to advance or to
withdraw. Through the ages many worthies and wise men have had regrets. The
Patriarch of the Mysterious Teaching hid himself as scribe under the column;156
Liu Hui cultivated his virtues while serving as chief judge;157 Bing Manrong of
the Han would not take a post paying more than six hundred piculs of grain a
year.158 All of them avoided humiliation or harm, but they lived so long ago, and
I cannot reach them now. Fan Li of the Yue urged Wen Niu to avoid the lure of
office;159 the Marquis of Liu bid farewell to the world and found sustenance in
the doctrines of the Yellow Emperor and Laozi.160 Those men were of the next
rank. Fan Chui was persuaded in a conversation with Cai Ze to retire from high
office;161 seeing that vassals with merits usually ended in failure, Deng Yu stayed
away from fame and power.162 They were of yet another lower rank.
As to myself, if I were a mallow, I would not have the wisdom to protect my
feet;163 if I were a goose trying to hide away, I would suffer the calamity of the
one that could not cackle.164 Although I have rocks lying around the spring, the
of a tract of land he purchased west of the Hangu pass: “It faces the Luo River to the south
and leans on Mang Mountain to the north. On this lofty ridge I will build a house; out of the
dense trees shades will be formed”; Wenxuan 60, p. 2581.
156 The “Mysterious Teaching” refers to Daoism, of which Laozi is considered to be the
founder (“patriarch”). Laozi was scribe of the imperial library ៲ of the Zhou. He was
also called scribe under the column ਪՀ, a reference presumably to his working place (i.e.,
under the main column of the library); Shiji 36, pp. 2139–40.
157 Liu Hui was Liuxia Hui. He was dismissed from office three times because of his uprightness. When he was asked whether it was time for him to leave, he replied that if he followed the Way he would risk being dismissed three times anywhere; if he was willing to bend
the Way, there would be no need for him to leave (Lunyu, xviii/2).
158 Bing Manrong ᴪ୲ (fl. 6–1 bc) was admired by his contemporaries for refusing to
take any position that would pay over 600 piculs of grain per year and for staying in office
only for a short while; HS 72, p. 3083.
159 Like Fan Li, Wen Zhong ֮ጟ helped King Gou Jian to defeat Wu. When Fan Li left
court, he advised Wen Zhong to do the same. Wen Zhong did not follow the advice and was
eventually forced to commit suicide; Shiji 41, pp. 1746–47. (Why Wen Zhong is called Wen
Niu ׄ here is unclear.)
160 The Marquis of Liu was Zhang Liang , who, as noted above, left court to became a
Daoist practitioner.
161 Fan Chui ૃᅵ (d. 255 bc) was persuaded by Cai Ze ᓐᖻ to retire from his post as the
prime minister of Qin. For the biographies of the two men, see Shiji 79, pp. 2401–25.
162 Because of what he did to help establish the Eastern Han, Deng Yu ᔥછ (2–58) was
rewarded with a series of high offices. His official biography in Hou Hanshu ৵ዧ (Beijing:
Zhonghua shuju, 1965) 16, pp. 599–605, does not confirm Li Deyu’s characterization of him
here.
163 The reference is to a comment by Confucius: “The wisdom of Bao Zhuangzi cannot compare to the mallow. Even the mallow can protect its feet [i.e., roots].” See Chunqiu Zuozhuan
zhu ਞ ટؐႚࣹ, ed. Yang Bojun ᄘ( ܄Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1990), “Chenggong ګֆ
17,” p. 899. (When one cuts off the sprouts of the mallow, one leaves the roots untouched so
that they will sprout again.)
164 When Zhuangzi stayed at an acquaintance’s house, the latter was so happy that he ordered his servant boy to kill and cook a goose. When the boy asked whether he should kill the
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time for me to return is not remotely in sight. I will, therefore, leave this wooded
villa to my descendants. Whoever sells the villa at Pingquan will be disowned
by me. Whoever sells one piece of rock or a single plant will not be considered
a good member of the family.165 If, after I pass away, the villa is to be forcefully
taken away by the powerful and the noble, you should tell them tearfully about the
charge of your ancestor. That is what I want you to do. In the Classic of Poetry, one
reads: “The mulberry and catalpa trees, / We should respect and revere.”166
That was because the trees were planted by their parents. In ancient times,
the people of Zhou longed for Earl Zhao and consequently loved the tree under
which he had rested.167 In recent times, District Magistrate Xue would sob in
tears whenever he saw the rock in the Secretariat upon which his late grandfather
had sat.168 How can you not admire such behavior? Only when cliffs turn into
deep valleys and valleys into ridges can you let go of the villa.

ؓੈ՞ࡺݹʳ୪ಖ
ᆖࡨؓੈ, ಳ٣ݳՈ. ܠᙟࠊ٣֜ஃ࢘ᦜֆ, ڇ؆Լڣ, Ղᄎᒝ, ൶છل, ʳ䅙ʳᄑᖻ, ࿆ݥ
՞, ሏީྉ, ඨᘝ⮙. ٣ֆޢፂۣ堚ถ, რࢬڶტ, ؘἏྥሕუ,ʳ᥆ْؾ՟. ቫᓿᇣֳ: “ ᚊ
॰তࢂጐْ, ౻ᖫԳ㱿ژࢬؾ. إਢڠק㻖འᑵ, ኄᏒટֲࠩႼ.”ʳ֨ܠტਢᇣ, ڶಯ
ࡺْΕհݳ. ছښ८ສ, ࣍ᚊ॰հ۫, Փਚࡺ. ֚䖐أᝩچ㾗ሏ, ឋው. ଈፇპ
՞, ࡸڶᘑ; ՞ၺ៱உ, ഄ塒ֵێ. ܠԯ೪㽞偕, ᦀधఁ, ࡨمఄسհڛ, ዬګᚨ଼հچ.
Ծۂতੴֵ㮐ف, ٨࣍அᎾ. ؓైس䎁, ࣍ߎߩڼ. ܠቫנאृ၆ࠡሐ, ၞಯृ၆լ
؈ழ, ࠐײᔃሒ, ڶڍᙊ. ۟࣍خల䊝ߪ࣍ਪ, 㭀༡塄䄧࣍Փஃ, ዧזᴪ୲ࡴլመք
فۍ, ึྤಫ, ᠓ᣄ֗ߎ. ။ᥢᖿ֮ׄॅאሜ, ఎঀಜ㹂א۔, ٍࠡڻ෫. ૃᅵტᓐ
ᖻԫߢ, ၌ྥ䝹, ᔥછߠڍפඓ, ࡡ㾗ټႨ, ԾࠡڻՈ. Ṹृܠ, ࣍ᆷྤ䏦ߩհཕ, ႀ
ڶլᏓհ൛. ឈفੈڶ, ࣡ྤូཚ, ఎࡺࣥڼ, ၂໒৵ז. 㚿ؓੈृ, ॺܠ୪Ո. ੈؓאԫ
ᖫԫفፖԳृ, ॺࠋՈ. ڣۍܠ৵, ᦞႨࢬኆ, ঞא٣Գࢬࡎ, ࣸۖܫհʳ. ݳܠڼՈ. ᇣֳ:
“ፂௌፖඬ, ؘஐᄃַ.” ߢࠡཬࢬ׀Ո. ࣏ࡌԳհ৸܄״, ფࠡࢬ䉩հᖫ. २ז࣍ܩחᆃ
ઊխߠ٣లࢬᖕհف, ؘᲩྥੌ. ڿඦױլᐠհʴʳഄࡾߣߣສ, ྥգ෫ױՈ.

goose that could cackle or the one that could not, he was told that the one that could not should
be killed; see Zhuangzi jishi 7 (“Shan mu” ՞ֵ), pp. 667–68. Li Deyu is suggesting here that
even if he were to retire from office, he might still not be able to protect himself.
165 I follow Quan Tangwen ٤ା֮, compiled by Dong Gao ᇀᎆ (1740–1818) et al. (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1990) 708, p. 3220, which reads ॺࠋ ݬfor ॺࠋ.
166 See Shijing, no. 197 (“Xiao bian” ՛ؕ).
167 See Shijing, no. 16 (“Gan tang” زཞ); and Shiji 34, p. 1550.
168 For Xue Shou’s dramatic behavior, see XTS 98, p. 3892.
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Hanshu ዧ
Jinshu வ
Jiu Tangshu ៱ା
Li Deyu wenj jiaojian ޕᐚᇛ֮ႃீጧʳ
Quan Songshi ٤ݚᇣ
Quan Tangshi ٤ାᇣ
Xin Tangshu ᄅା

